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Commentary: Is America's 
game promoting racism? 
page4 
/es f r nger 
Children to reap 
benefits from readings. 
5 
ews 
Learning Center dedicated 
MdW.Tilk 
Senior golfer Brian Unk consults with Coach Mike Moran. Unk 
took first place at the Power Bilt Gordon Championship Classic in 
Grasselli library addition provides study areas 
Carolyn Sprague 
Staff Reporter 
Bishop Edward A. Pevec will 
dedicate theJohn G. and Mary Jane 
Breen Learning Center addition to 
the Grasselli Library on Saturday, 
Oct. 28. The Breen family pro-
vided half of the funding for the 
new wing and renovation of the 
older section of the Grasselli li-
brary,said Gorman Duffett, direc-
tor of the library. 
"The Breens have helped to give 
students a wonderful, new facil-
ity," said Dufrett. "This is an im-
portant occasion, and we should 
celebrate it." 
john Breen is the Chief Execu-
tive Officer of Sherwin Williams 
Corporation and former President 
of the Board of Trustees of ]CU. 
Mary Jane Breen recently received 
her masters in Humanities from 
JCU. 
Approximately 350 people are 
association, and all heads of the 
departments in the university. 
The dedication will be on the 
thifd floor of the library in the 
Muir Room, which is dedicated to 
the Muir family. 
Here, the Breens will address 
the group as will Duffett, Joe 
Sullivan, chairman of the Board 
of Trustees, Fr. john Shea, SJ.,jCU 
president-elect, and Acting Prest-
clem Fred Travts. 
Caron Knapp, head of access 
services, will present the Breens 
with a gift of appreciation. 
"We're a 11 really excited to be 
working in this fresh, new place," 
said Knapp. "As an alum, I am 
proud of the university's new ad-
dition." 
In addition to the dedication 
on Saturday, area librarians are 
invited to an open h ouc.e em C:.un-
day a[ternoon, satd Du ctt. 
"This will give us a chance to 
the shelves and also provides more 
room for students," said Knapp. 
Knapp said the library's big-
gest asset ts the various study 
spaces which include personal 
cubicalsand various study rooms 
created for srudenrs who like co 
studydifferendy 
Merritt Ferguson, stack main-
tenance supervisor, agreed. 
"The new library tS comfort-
ableand it suits the students needs 
better,especial1ywtthgroupstudy 
rooms," said Ferguson. 
'The library is much betterthis 
year than last year,' said junior 
Denise Haynik. 'The new study 
rooms are especially good for 
group study.' 
However, despite the increase 
of study rooms, additional group 
study space is still needed, said 
<;ophnmor~ Joe Kilban . 
Kn p ~1u tn.o.t wh\u .. "'" u•u 
library was running out of 
--••h--~-~~-,..,......~-"-··-- invited to at d · · 
ceremony, sa t. 
South Carolina this past weekend. ll r," d 
Katie anrahan, librarian. 
~ r aul~·:u"tu~~~.·~~--~ -~~~ 
library should allow for 10-l' 
Blue Streaks fall shy of overtaking 
Division-Ill power Methodist 
Jonathan Kase 
Assistant Sports Editor 
If being on a roll means you are 
approaching the top of your game, 
then the John Carroll University 
golf team iscertai nl yon one, plac-
ing second out of the nation's top 
12 Division-Ill teams at The Power 
Silt Collegiate Classic at Deer 
Track Golf Course in Surfside 
Beach, South Carolina. And they 
hope that trend continues, culmi-
nating this spring at the NCAA 
Golf Championships. 
After finishing third in the na-
tion at last year's NCAA tourna-
ment in mid-May,JCU continued 
rolling along this fall, winning four 
out of the five tournaments in 
which it played. JCU's only non-
first place fin ish came this past 
weekend, finishing second behind 
a perenniallypowerfulMethodist 
College (South Carolina) team. 
"They won it all [the national 
championship] the last three or 
four years," said junior Steve 
Voinovich, who finished second 
in the nation in individual scor-
ing at last year's NCAA champi-
onships, helping him earn first 
team All-American status. 
"They are our biggest competi-
tion this year," Voinovich added. 
"lf we played a little better on the 
last day [at Deer Track], we could 
have won it. We should have won 
it [and beat Methodist]." 
The Streaks did take some con-
solation in knowing their team-
mate, senior Brian Unk, earned 
medalist honors, shooting 216 for 
54 holes. Also finishing in the top 
50 were senior Matt Glovna (6th-
tie),junior Steve Voinovich (34th-
tie),and junior jim Hauman (48th-
tie). 
Coach Mike Moran could not 
be reached for comment at press 
time. 
"Going down, we wanted to win 
and felt like we could beat Meth-
odist," said Unk,a third team All-
American last season. "Our moti-
vation was to show we could com-
pete with them and beat them." 
Unk's performance in South 
Carolina mirrored results from the 
rest of the fall tournaments. 
A Carroll golfer has taken med-
alist honors from every tourna-
ment they've participated in this 
fall;sophomoreJeff Borsat Mount 
Union and Voinovich at Allegh-
eny, Otterbein and John Carroll's 
own tournament at Fowler's Mill 
Golf Course on Cleveland's east 
side. Voinovich attributes the 
team's successes to practice and 
individually entering summer 
tournaments. 
"Everyone on our team plays a 
lot of amateur tournaments," he 
said. "Our top five played about 
eight each. After last year we were 
pleased, but now we want to win it 
[the National Championshipl 
"We're pretty confident going 
into the spring," Voinovich said . 
. "We always talk about it at tour-
naments, and we think we have a 
legitimate chance to win Nation-
als. The only team really in our 
way is Methodist. We have an ex-
perienced team; this is the year, I 
think." 
Amongthoseinvitedarepeople 
who have donated funds to the li-
brary throughout the years, oHic-
ers of the student senate, library 
workers, the president of the staff 
The addition to the library has 
focused on students and study 
space, said Knapp. 
"The hbrary was designed for 
extra room to put new books on 
years of growth. 
"!think it's great, there is more 
room to study," he said. "ll also 
prov1des a better atmosphere and 
is a great asset to the university.• 
Grasselli offers new student services 
Michele A. Carney 
Staff Reporter 
A bout 40,000 square feet have 
been added to the Grasselli Li-
brary which now has several 
group study rooms and a reading 
garden, said Gorman Duffett, di-
rector of Grasselli library. He also 
said the library has doubled it's 
seating and shelving capacity. 
One of the new services the li-
brary will be offering is computer 
access around the world. Students 
can use the Internet on any of the 
computers on the campus, and 
they can "talk" to anyone, via the 
Internet, if they have a user name. 
"You can access the library. 
menu screen from any of these ter-
minals," said Marcy Milota, head 
of library cataloging at Grasselli. 
This means a student can find 
materials from wherever is con-
venient, Milota said. 
"There will also be audio visual 
production available after Janu-
ary," said Duffett. 
All audio visual equipment 
which was in the administration 
building has been moved to the 
library, which should make things 
even more convenient, Duffett 
said. "It's most tmportant for the 
students to remember to be pa-
tient until all the pieces are in 
place," Duffett said. 
He said he hopes students keep 
the library \ook·r ~nice by clean-
ing up after themselves. The li-
brary does have vendtng ma-
chines, but it is tmportant that stu-
dents follow the rules and only eat 
in the designated areas. A lot of 
money has been spent to make the 
facility better, and it should be re-
spected, Duffett said. "Have pride 
in it, and remember to take care of 
it." 
Sophomore Kelly Jones said 
that she thinks the library looks 
beautiful. 
"1 especially love the outdoor 
section," she said. 
jeff Becherer, sophomore, 
agreed. "I think its great, there is 
more room to study," he said. "It 
also provides a better atmosphere 
and is a great asset to the univer-
sity." 
Milota has worked at Grasselli 
Library for 20 years. "I am pleased 
that we have more space and tools 
to make the learning experience 
better," she said. 
With any major change or 
project, there are some rough edges 
that need to be smoothed out,agree 
Duffett and Milota. There will be 
an open house for students to find 
out about Grasselli library on 
Monday, Oct. 30. 
No room at the inn? 
This camper was spotted on campus last Thursday near the 
North Park Blvd. entrance. Both Campus Security and 
Residence Life have no idea ....tlo lived there. The trailer was 
gone by Monday. No, they didn't have a parking pass. 
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JCU celebrates Halloween 
COlleen Du an mentof theadminimation bUJld-
Staff Reporter ingonSundayfrom 6p.m.to9p.m. 
With October 31 just around All students, faculty and staff are 
the corner, several university or- welcometojoinintheexcltement, 
ganizations are sponsoring Hal- said Heckman. 
loween-related activities. Murphy Hall is selling "Pump-
The Residence Hall Associa- kin Grams" this week. They can 
tion is sponsoring a door decorat- be purchased m Murphy Hall and 
ing contest. sent to anyone on campus. This is 
Studentscansignuptopartici- a fun way to wish someone a 
pate today in their residence hall ' Happy Halloween" or tell them 
director's office, said Erik that you like them, said John 
Martinez, president of RHA.judg- Dugan,Murph y hall council presi-
ing of the doors will take place dent. 
tomorrow. he said. The winner of Local haunted houses open in-
each hall will receive a bag of Hal- elude the "Hallow Scream" at 
loween candy, and the over-all Geauga Lake which includes a 
winner will receive $25 and free trick-or-treating trail, 18 rooms of 
passes to a haunted house, he said. terror, fOod, and even a Halloween 
RHA will also sponsor "Hal- costume contest. Other area 
loweenMovieFrightNight"inthe haunted houses include the 
Wolf-N-Pot on Saturday. "The Hudson Haunted House, 
Crow" will be shown at 8 p.m., Painesville's Haunted Laboratory 
"Halloween" at 10 p.m., and "Fri- and School House, Dover Lake 
day the 13th" at midnight. Haunted House and Hay Ride, 
A trip to a local haunted house Cleveland's Haunted Hallow, and 
is also planned for Halloween. Blood view in Broadview Heights. 
Althoughtheexacthauntedhouse SomeCarrollstudentssaidthey 
has not yet been determined,RHA intend to dress up on Halloween. 
will provide transportation, said "I plan on dressing as Medusa," 
Sandy Lucas, RHA publicity com- said Sophomore Andrea Nolan. 
mittee chairperson. Sophomore Doug Coster has 
TheStudentlifeOfficeisspon- taken creativity to an extreme. 
soring a trip to Patterson's fruit "l'm going to wrap myself up in 
farm. The trip involves picking blue paper and go as the sky," he 
pumpkinsandgoingonahayride said. 
in the country. Vans are sched- john Masters, sophomore, said 
uled to leave the Belvoir lot at 4 he is still deciding whether he will 
p.m. To participate, sign up in the dress as the Riddler from Batman 
Student Life Office, said Lisa or a lamp. Other costume ideas 
Heckman, director of student ac- include Power Rangers characters, 
tivities. an Indians Fan, or anything else 
The Psychology Association one can possibly find in his or her 
and the Black United Student's 
~ ...... ~~~~~~---.~~~----~~~~~~~.~~~-dfttft~ 
editor, coni ri buted tot his article. 
n g e 
Frosh officers 
elected 
Joe Wholley 
Assistant News Editor 
Results of the freshman class 
Student Union general elections 
were tallied and posted Tuesday 
night TheStudemUnionreported 
that 415 ballots were cast and no 
recount was needed in any race 
"I was fairly happy with voter 
turnout," said Tim Brainard, chair-
man of the elections committee. 
"Turnout was pretty high consid-
ering this was a class election. We 
had no problems with elections 
procedures. This was the smooth-
est election l have been involved 
in." 
Tori Seethaler was elected as 
the new r reshman class president 
"l want to work on projects that 
will help create class unity," said 
Seethaler. "I want to try to get stu-
dents involved so that they can be 
better represented." 
Sarah Marinelli was elected 
vice president in the closest race 
of the election. 
"I hope to help thew hole fresh-
man class to understandjohn Car-
roll better," said Marinelli. "I hope 
to help students out the best 1 can 
with the help of the administra-
tion." 
Ryan Daly was elected secre-
tary of the fresh man class. 
"I plan on trying to be a positive 
representative of the freshman 
class," said Daly. "I plan on en-
couraging the administration and 
Student Union to helpmakethisa 
successful year for the freshman 
class." 
Susie Zkiab was elected fresh-
ma n class treasurer. 
8 e I I 
"I look forward to working with 
students' and members of the Stu-
dent Union to make this a fun and 
successf u 1 year," said Zkiab. "I plan 
on serving and committing my-
self to the students and staff of 
John Carroll." 
Rick Carfagna was one of two 
on-campus senators elected. 
"I want to be a voice of our class," 
said Carfagna. "1 did not run to 
voice my own opinions but sot hat 
others can voice their opinions 
through me." 
Tommy Bryan was also elected 
an on-campus senator. 
"1 plan to make myself tota 11 y 
available to the freshman class," 
said Brya n. "If students have ideas, 
'95 
R 0 c k" 
Freshman Class general 
election res;/ts: 
Freshman Class President 
Tori Seethaler 
questions or concerns they want 
me to bring up, 1 will be there for 
them." 
Gerard Abood, who ran unop-
posed for off -campus senator, said 
he is optimistic of the year. 
"I want to help bring concerns 
of off-campus students to light," 
said Abood. "I hope this will help 
our experience at john Carroll a 
little bit easier." 
Maury Petrak, student issues 
committee chairperson said that 
he hopes the newly elected offic-
ers will do all they can to be aware 
of freshman issues and concerns. 
"This will allow them to best 
represent their fellowclassmates," 
he said. 
~ ~t:l. 1, K1}5 fln /& gumd ?3af!uxm c{ /& ff.X. Cmlrr. 
® ~ 7SJ Jmu..r.~ 
Bws go on sale: 
Wed. Nov. 1 TO 5eruoRS 
~.Nov. 2 TO }W110RS 
FRI. Nov. 3 TO~ 
Mon£hy anO TU5aJ, Nov. 6 & 7 To EveRyone 
Ploce: $45.00 I couple wnh Olscounr aw.O 
$60.00 ~ couple w/ o 
The Carroll News, October 26, 1995 
JCTV airs 
campus-
wide 
Cherie Skoczen 
Assistant News Editor 
Withtheaidof anew cable sys-
tem, john Carroll's student-run 
television news program, jCTV, 
can now be accessed campus-
wide. 
NEWS 
"It's the first time we've been 
seen all over campus," said junior 
jay Svoboda, one of JCTV's pro-
ducers. "People have been coming 
uptousand have said they've seen 
our show and like the program." 
.JCTV staff produces the local campus newscast. 
In its third year,JCTV is a half-
hour, student-run news program, 
advised by Alan Stephenson, pro-
fessor of communications. 1n ad-
dition to the new cable system, an 
automated system allows the 
newsbroadcasttoberunonaregu-
lar schedule, 24 hours per day. In 
previous years, someone was 
needed to play the tape each time 
it was aired. 
"Before,noonewatched it,"said 
junior Bill Sindelar, sports caster. 
"But now a lot of people can watch 
it. It's cool that they can see it." 
About 20 Carroll students 
comprise the young news team, 
Stephenson said. "Most of the kids 
last year were seniors, so we lost 
most of our group," he said. 
Students produce the news 
shows on a volunteer basis, accord-
ing to Stephenson. lt is not pro-
duced as part of a class, although 
many of the students are enrolled 
in the Introduction to Production 
course, Stephenson said. Addi-
tionally, about half of the staff re-
ceive a practicum credit, and stu-
dentscanearn up to a total of four 
practicum credits. As part of the 
practicum, students are required 
to be active withjCTV each week, 
and they must write a weekly re-
port about what they did forjCTV, 
Stephenson said. 
Potential newscasters and pro-
duction workers first begin by ob-
serving several productions of a 
news program, he said. Then they 
slowly become involved with dif-
ferent parts of the actual produc-
tion, he added .. 
Wednesday night is JCTV's pro-
duction night. Students begin 
working on the show around 5 
p.m., and theyareusuallydone by 
8 p.m., Stephenson said. A tape of 
the show is given to Information 
Services on Thursday which 
Studm1s and Staff 
broadcasts the program every 
hour on the hour for the following 
week.The JCTV staff's eventual 
goal is to tape the news broadcast 
live, Stephenson said. 
"lf they want to feel what tele-
vision is really like, then they need 
to go live," he said. "Most of the 
time if they start and goof, they 
try and cover and then keep go-
ing." 
Sindelar, who has been partici-
pating in the production of JCTV 
for about two years, said the young 
staff has improved a lot since their 
first show in September. 
"Most of the kids who are in-
volved have not had experience in 
broadcasting, • he said. "Each epi-
sode has gotten a lot better.• 
Svoboda said JCTV is always 
looking for students who want to 
be involved with the news pro-
gram. "We're always interested in 
people who can help us out." 
of John Carroll UniveMty 
You are oordiallyinvited to an 
Open~ Celebrating the 
DOOimtioo of the 
Breen learning center of 
~IIDrary 
Date Monday October 30,1993 
'Iime4-7pm 
In the ~librnry. 
• 
Dean of Students,joe Farrell is currently investigating 
reports of hazing involving the Iota Phi Theta fraternity. 
This is in response to an incident this past Thursday in 
which a pledge received a head wound and had to be taken 
to the hospital for stitches. 
"In the past, fraternities and sororities have lost their 
charter for up to a year which means no pledges or pledge 
activities," said Farrell. "The fraternity has been told to 
cease all pledging activities during the investigation." 
According to Joe Farrell, dean of studentS, there have 
been no further developments in the reported Oct. 7 inci-
dent in which a Dolan Hall resident wasallegedlystruck by 
a former boyfriend. Lieutenant Detective Dale Brady of 
University Heights Police Department spolce with the al-
leged victim before she left campus last week. "I did speak 
with her, but she did not sign the com ):Hint," said Brady. 
Charges can not be filed unless the com ):Hint is signed 
by the victim, but Brady said the situation is "still under 
investigation until a satisfactory conclusion is reached." 
The criminal case against Donald Lechner,lO, was con-
tinued Tuesday morning due to a conflict of dates with the 
defense attorney. Lechner has been accused of menace by 
stalking in Dolan Hall. 
1Lechner'sl attorney had another date before the Ohio 
Supreme court ion TuesdayL" said Walter Ratcliffe, chief 
bailiff at Shaker Municipal Court 
According to James Rohal, detective sergeam for Univer-
sity Heights Police Department, a continuation in criminal 
cases is not un usual. 
"One reason why th ey are contin ued is because lthe 
defense]tnes to discourage the vJcllm," he sa1d. "Another 
Rlllmi:IOUid be lOUYiiilfMirf, 
Lechner's trial Is scheduled JOr November J.of ar 9 a.m. 
Daylight savings time begins this weekend. At 2 a.m. 
Saturday night, clocks should be tuned back an hour. 
Fr. jon Sobrino, S.J., a professor of theology at the 
Univtrsidadjose Simeon Canas in San Salvador, will speak 
at the seventh annual Fr. Segundo Montes, SJ. Memorial 
Lecture on Friday, Nov. 3. Sobrino was a friend of six jesuits 
who were slain on Nov. 19,1989, and he would have been 
murdered had he not been away on the night of the killings. 
The lecture will take place at 7:30p.m. in the OJ. Lombardo 
Student Center. It is free and open to the public. 
THURSDAY-- DANCE,DANCE.DANCE """'~ 
DANCE CONTEST$$$ PRIZES ~ 
SPONSORED BY THE CARROl.l. NEWS fi WUJC 8 .7 
FRIDAY-- End of the World Donee Party! 
99C Happy Hour 4:00 Till 9:00PM i 
Retro Donee 10 00 Till 2. OOAH 
SATURDAY -- DOORS TRIBUTE 
MOONLIGHT DRIVE 
18 & OVER 10PH SHOW 
TUESDAY-- HAL.LOWEEN PARTY 
FIRST LIGHT 
COSTUME CONTEST$$$ PRIZES 
No Cover Monday thru Friday 
99C Happy Hour Monday Thru Friday 
4:00 ti\ 9:00PM 
3 
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JCU celebrates Halloween 
Colleen Du an memoftheadm inistrationbuild-
Staff Reporter ingon Sundayf rom 6p.m.to9 p.m. 
With October Jl just around All students, faculty and staff are 
the corner, several university or- welcome to join in the excitement, 
ganizations are sponsoring Hal- said Heckman. 
loween-related activities. Murphy Hall is selling "Pump-
The Residence Hall Associa- kin Grams" this week. They can 
tion is sponsonng a door decorat- be purchased in Murphy Hall and 
ing contest sent toanyoneon campus. This is 
Students can sign uptopartici- a fun way to wish someone a 
pate today in their residence hall "Happy Halloween" or tell them 
director's office, said Erik that you like them, said john 
Martinez, presidentofRHA.judg- Dugan, Murphy hall council presi-
ing of the doors will take place dent. 
tomorrow, he said. The winner of Local haunted houses open in-
eachhallwillreceiveabagofHal- elude the "Hallow Scream" at 
loween candy, and the over-all Geauga Lake which includes a 
winner will receive $25 and free trick-or-treating trail, 18 rooms of 
passes to a haumed house, he said. terror, food, and even a Halloween 
RHA will also sponsor "Hal- costume contest. Other area 
loween Movie Fright Night" in the haunted houses include the 
Wolf-N-Pot on Saturday. "The Hudson Haunted House, 
Crow" will be shown at 8 p.m., Painesville's Ha unted Laboratory 
"Halloween" at 10 p.m., and "Fri- and School House, Dover Lake 
day the 13th" at midnight Haunted House and Hay Ride, 
A trip to a local haunted house Cleveland's Haunted Hallow, and 
is also planned for Halloween. Blood view in Broadview Heights. 
Although the exact haunted house SomeCarrollstudentssaidthey 
has not yet beendetermined,RHA intend to dress up on Halloween. 
will provtde transportation, said "I plan on dressing as Medusa," 
Sandy Lucas,RHA publicity com- said Sophomore Andrea Nolan. 
mittee chairperson. Sophomore Doug Coster has 
TheStudentlifeOfficeisspon- taken creativity to an extreme. 
soring a trip to Patterson's fruit "I'm going to wrap myself up in 
farm. The trip involves picking blue paper and go as the sky," he 
pumpkins and going on a hay ride said. 
in the country. Vans are sched- john Masters, sophomore, said 
uled to leave the Belvoir lot at 4 he is still deciding whether he will 
p.m. To participate, sign up in the dress as the Riddler from Batman 
Student Life Office, said Lisa or a lamp. Other costume ideas 
Heckman, director of student ac- include Power Rangers characters, 
tivities an Indians Fan, or anything else 
The Psychology Association one can possibly find in his or her 
and the Black United Student's 
~----~~~~--ii.WiNji~~~nP.~~~~.hM•amft~ 
sor' baunted house in the base- editor; coni ri buted to thi s article. 
Frosh officers 
elected 
Joe Wholley 
Assistant News Editor 
Results of the freshman class 
Student Union general elections 
were tallied and posted Tuesday 
night. The Student Union reported 
that 415 ballots were cast and no 
recount was needed in any race. 
"I was fairly happy with voter 
turnout," said Tim Brainard, chair-
man of the elections committee. 
"Turnout was pretty high consid-
ering this was a class election. We 
had no problems with elections 
procedures. Thiswasthesmooth-
est election l have been involved 
in." 
Tori Seethaler was elected as 
the new freshman class president . 
"I want to work on projects that 
will help create class unity," said 
Seethaler. "I want to try to get stu-
dents involved so that they can be 
better represented." 
Sarah Marinelli was elected 
vice president in the closest race 
of the election. 
"I hope to help the whole fresh-
man class to understa ndJohn Car-
roll better," said Marinelli. "I hope 
to help students out the best I can 
with the help of the administra-
tion." 
Ryan Daly was elected secre-
tary of the freshman class. 
"I plan on trying to be a positive 
representative of the freshman 
class," said Daly. "I plan on en-
couragingtheadministrationand 
Student Union to help make this a 
successful year for the freshman 
class." 
Susie Zkiab was elected fresh-
man class treasurer. 
e I I 
Student Union: 
Tommy Bryan 
Rick Carfapa 
Gerard Abood 
"I look forward to working with 
students and members of the Stu-
dent Union to make this a fun and 
successful year," said Zkiab. "I plan 
on serving and committing my-
self to the students and staff of 
John CarrolL" 
Rick Carfagna was one of two 
on-campus senators elected. 
"I wantto be a voice of our class," 
said Carfagna. "I did not run to 
voice my own opinions but so that 
others can voice their opinions 
through me.· 
Tommy Bryan was also elected 
an on-campus senator. 
"1 plan to make myseli totally 
available to the freshman class," 
said Bryan. "If students have ideas, 
'95 
R 0 c k" 
Freshman Oass general 
election resJit.s: 
Frestman Class President 
Tori Seethaler 
questions or concerns they want 
me to bring up, I will be there for 
them." 
Gerard Abood, who ran unop-
posed for off -campussenator,said 
he is optimistic of the year. 
"I want to help bring concerns 
of off-campus students to light," 
said Abood. "I hope this will help 
our experience at John Carroll a 
little bit easier." 
Maury Petrak, student issues 
committee chairperson said that 
he hopes the newly elected o£fic-
ers will do all they can to be aware 
of freshman issues and concerns. 
"This will allow them to best 
represent their fellow classmates," 
he said. 
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The Carroll News, October 26, 1995 
JCTV airs 
campus-
wide 
Cherie Skoczen 
Assistant News Editor 
With the aid of anewcablesys-
tem, John Carroll's student-run 
television news program, JCTV, 
can now be accessed cam pus-
wide. 
NEWS 
"It's the first time we've been 
seen all over campus," said junior 
jay Svoboda, one of JCTV's pro-
ducers. "People have been coming 
uptousand have said they've seen 
our show and like the program." 
JCTY staff produces the local campus newscast. 
In its third year,JCTV is a half-
hour, student-run news program, 
advised by Alan Stephenson, pro-
fessor of communications. In ad-
dition to the new cable system, an 
automated system allows the 
news broadcast to be run on a regu-
lar schedule, 24 hours per day. In 
previous years, someone was 
needed to play the tape each time 
it was aired. 
"Before, no one watched it," said 
Junior Bill Sindelar, sports caster. 
"But now a lot of people can watch 
it It's cool that they can see it." 
About 20 Carroll students 
comprise the young news team, 
Stephenson said. "Most of the kids 
last year were seniors, so we lost 
most of our group," he said. 
Students produce the news 
showsona volunteer basis, accord-
ing to Stephenson. It is not pro-
duced as part of a class, although 
many of the students are enrolled 
in the Introduction to Production 
course, Stephenson said. Addi-
tionally, about half of the staff re-
ceive a practicum credit, and stu-
dents can earn up to a total of four 
practicum credits. As part of the 
practicum, students are required 
to be active withjCTV each week, 
and they must write a weekly re-
port about what they did for JCTV, 
Stephenson said. 
Potential newscasters and pro-
duction workers first begin by ob-
serving severa I productions of a 
news program, he said. Then they 
slowly become involved with dif-
ferem parts of the actual produc-
tion, he added .. 
Wednesday night isjCTV's pro-
duction night. Students begin 
working on the show around 5 
p.m., and theyareusuallydone by 
8 p.m., Stephenson said. A tape of 
the show is given to Information 
Services on Thursday which 
Sluden1s and Staff 
broadcasts the program every 
hour on the hour for the following 
week.The JCTV staff's eventual 
goal is to tape the news broadcast 
live, Stephenson said. 
·u they wam to feel what tele-
vision is really like, then they need 
to go live," he said. "Most of the 
time if they start and goof, they 
try and cover and then keep go-
ing." 
Sindelar, who has been partici-
pating in the producnon of JCTV 
for about twoyears,said the young 
staff has improved a lot since their 
first show in September. 
"Most of the kids who are in-
vel ved have not had experience in 
broadcasting. • he said. "Each epi-
sode has gotten a lot better." 
Svoboda said JCTV is always 
looking for students who want to 
be involved with the news pro-
gram. "We're always interested in 
people who can help us out." 
of lOOn Carroll University 
You are oordially invited to an 
Open llotR Celebrating the 
Dedimtion of the 
Brren learning renter of 
GnRdi library 
DaieMonday October 30,1995 
1ime:4-7pm 
In the GnRdi library. 
Dea n of Students, joe Farrell is currently investigating 
reports of hazing involvmg the Iota Phi Theta fraternity. 
This is in response to an incident this past Thursday in 
which a pledge received a head wound and had to be taken 
to the hospital for stitches. 
"In the past, fraternities and sororities have lost their 
charter for up to a year which means no pledges or pledge 
activities," said Farrell. "The fraternity has been told to 
cease all pledging activities during the investigation." 
According to joe Farrell, dean of students, there have 
been no further developments in the reported Oct 7 inci-
dent in which a Dolan Hall residentwasallegedlystruck by 
a former boyfriend. Lieutenant Detective Dale Brady of 
University Heights Police Department spd<e with the al-
leged victim before she left campus last week. "I did speak 
with her, but she did not sign the complaint," said Brady. 
Charges can not be filed unless the complaint is signed 
by the victim, but Brady said the situation is "still under 
investigation until a satisfactory conclusion is reached.' 
The criminal case against Donald Lechner, 20, was con-
tinued Tuesday morning due to a conflict of dates with the 
defense attorney. Lechner has been accused of menace by 
stalking in Dolan Hall. 
1Lechner'sl auorney had another date before the Ohio 
Supreme court fon Tuesdayl" said Walter Ratcliffe, chief 
bailiff at Shaker Municipal Court. 
According to james Rohal, detective sergeant for Univer-
sity Heights Police Department, a continuation in criminal 
cases is not unusual. 
"On reason why they are continued is be ause \the 
defense\ tries lo discourage Lhe v1 tim," he saLd. "Another 
IUiii);J CDUid be touymmf:lllh!aftlllldtfti&'IIIIIJ-all."'-·"''' 
Lechnen trial I& scheduled for November 14 ar 9 a.m. 
Daylight savings time begins this weekend. At 2 a.m. 
Saturday night , clocks should be tuned back an hour. 
Fr. jon Sobrino, S.j., a professor of theology at the 
UniversidadJose Simeon Canas in San Salvador, will speak 
at the seventh annual Fr. Segundo Montes, SJ. Memorial 
Lecture on Friday, Nov. 3. Sobrino was a friend of six Jesuits 
who were slain on Nov. 19, 1989, and he would have been 
murdered had he not been away on the night of the killings. 
The lecture will take place at 7:30p.m. in the DJ. Lombardo 
Student Center. It is free and open to the public. 
THURSDAY-· DANCE.DANCE.DANCE 
DANCE CONTEST $$$ PRIZES 
SPOHSOR£0 BY TH£ CARROL..L.. H£WS fJ WUJC 8 
FRIDAY-- End of the World Dance Party! 
99C Hoppy Hour 4:00 Till 9:00PM 
Retro Donee 10:00 Tlll 2:00J.H 
SATURDAY·- DOORS TRIBUTE 
MOONLIGHT DRIVE 
18 Ei OV£H IOPM SHOW 
TUESDAY-- HAL..L..OWEEN PARTY 
FIRST LIGHT 
COSTUH€ CONT€ST $$$ PR1Z€S 
No Cover Monday thru friday 
99¢ Happy Hour Hondoy Thru friday 
til 9·00PH 
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The House of Representatives approved massive changes 
in the Medicare system last Thursday President Chnton report-
edly vows to veto the plan which trims Medicare by $270 billion 
over seven ~rs. The new system plans to cut payments to doctors 
and hospitals, raising costs for seniors and encouraging senior 
citizens to enroll in private health maintenance organizations 
{like H.M.O.'s). 
GUARAN'TEEV TO 
MAI<f YOO Fffl
1 ~ Ati£W HAN. 
Although the attendance oflast week's Million Man 
March was around 400,000, new studies show that the march 
may have actually been closerto its name. A National Park Service 
study estimated the march's attendance as l011V as 655,000 but it 
may have approached 1.1 million as a high estimate. These figures 
were developed after a digital analysis technique was used ro 
observe phorographsof the march. 
Blockbuster, the massive video chain, plans to expand into 
the International market with 4,000 stores outside the United 
Slates by the year 2000. Presently, 15 percent of Blockbuster:<; 
revenue Is from foreign markets. Steven R. Berrards, the chairman 
oi'Blockbuster,hopes this figurewilldouble. Blockbuster's biggest 
foreign commitment is in Britain where it already has 686 stores. 
with plans to open SO to 75 more by the end of the ~r. 
America·s pastime promotes racism 
Chief Wahoo discriminates against American Indians 
Blind Melon's lead singer, Shannon Hoon, died Saturday 
in the band's bus in a New Orleans parking lor. Theca use of Hoon5 
death was attributed to an accidental drug overdose. The hiuong 
"No Rain" brought BUnd Melon success in 1992. The band was 
currently touring and promoting its second album, Soup. They 
were scheduled to perform at The Odeon In the Flats on Nov. ""· 
Heads of state and government officials from over 140 
countries gathered this week In New York City to mark the 50th 
birthday of the United Nations. The gathering included President 
Fidel Castro of Cuba and Russian President Boris Yeltsin. This 
celebration included speeches from world leaders with themes 
ranging from eliminating nuclear testing to calls for ending ter-
rorism. 
Gina M. Girardot 
Int. News and Business Editor 
The Cleveland lndiansareplay-
ingtheAtlanta Braves in the World 
Series and the people of Cleveland 
could not be more enthusiastic. 
Commentary 
Cleveland has waited 41 years 
fortheopportunity to disprove its 
infamous reputation of being "the 
mistake on the lake." Fans are 
showing their enthusiasm and 
support by decking themselves in 
1ndians' paraphernalia like it is 
going out of style. 
However, Chi~ Wahoo may be 
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going out of style with an increas-
ing number of American Indians 
protesting the logo's depiction on 
hats, pennants, and sweatshirts. 
TheAmericanindiancommu-
n i ty claims that Cleveland's show 
of support is a form of racism. 
The claims of racism 
are based in the 
characture of the 
Indians' mascot, 
C h i e f 
Wahoo . 
T h e 
mascot's 
image por-
trays Indi-
ans as big 
toothed, 
hooked-
nosed , bead y 
eyed red skins-a blatant 
stereotype. 
The demands to ban the Chief 
Wahoo logo have remained unan-
swered by the Cleveland Indian's 
organization. This attitude is ex-
emplified by Indians owner Dick 
Jacobs' statement that as long as 
he is owner of the team, the logo 
will stay. 
Indians' clothing has the hot-
test selling logo in Major League 
Baseball, and realistically, no one 
is going to ban something that 
brings in such large royalties. 
Some fans claim that Chief 
Wahoo represents a tradition that 
Clevelanders have grown up with, 
and is not meant to be offensive. 
Others claim that only a small 
group of people, those who are 
striving to be politically correct, 
PREGNANT? NEED HELP? ' 
lcALL BIRTHRIGHT 
LAKEWOOD CLEVElAND PARMA 
228-6998 486-2tr:Xl 661-6400 
HOTLINE 1-800-550-4900 
Request a Song 
today! 
Request Line: 
397-4438 
WWC,88.7FM 
want this change, and are picking 
on the logo for the sake of argu-
ment. 
Still others claim that the Indi-
ans are named for the first Ameri-
can Indian to 
play Major 
League Base-
ball,Sokalexis. 
These fans of 
Wahoo claim 
that the logo is 
meant to honor 
the American In-
dians. 
Yet, American 
Indians are of-
fended. 
It would seem that 
® anactionwiththeintent 
of honorin g a group of 
people would be retracted if 
American Indians voiced their 
concerns of the possible repercus-
sions of the logo. These repercus-
sions include the spread of stereo-
types which leads to degradation 
of American Indians. Yet, this has 
not been the case. 
Perhaps if a group of people 
with more prestige and power 
were to protest the logo, the Indi-
ans' and the Cleveland commu-
nity would listen. 
lf Jews or African Americans, 
groups with both financial and 
voting power, were to be the target 
of such "harmless cartoons," 
would the logo exist? l doubt it. 
I do not find the Indians' logo 
personally offensive, but I cannot 
possibly overstate the offenses felt 
by a group of people controlled by 
the white man since Christopher 
Columbus landed in North 
America in 1492. 
From a politically correct 
standpoi nt,Chief Wahoo is wrong. 
But, bottom line, from an ethical 
perspective it is wrong because it 
is racist. 
ATIENTlON STUDENTS: 
NEfD SOME EXTRA CASH FOR THOSE 
OVERPf\IC£0 ll()()I(SI 
HOW AllOJT $20.00.$50.00 AVERAGE PER 
NIGHTI 
WANT TO WORK IN A RJN 
ATMOSPHERE! 
HOW ABOVTll-lE FlATS! 
NEfD A FLE>OBlE WORK SCHEOU!B 
wru. HELP YOV PIAN fT 
WEWANT YOV AT. 
THE SPAGHITn WAREHC>US{ 
RESTAUAANT 
TO & IIOSTS. BUSSERS N>JD SERVERS 
AI'I'LY IN PERSON. AT 123 11'\I\IN STREET. 
ON THE WEST BANK Of THE FlATS. 
MONDA T THRU FRIDAY. FROM 2ffi.<OO 
'\'M OML Y. NO PHOI'E CAU.S f'I.EASE! 
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Children reap benefits from Writers Harvest 
Professional writers featured in national event to aid hunger relilef 
Margaret Znldarslc 
Assistant Features Editor 
Doesn't everyone remember 
story hour? That favorite child-
hOOd pastime of simply sitting 
back and having someone actu-
ally read you a story. 
Growing up doesn 't necessar-
ily mean that the days of story 
hour are over. Writers Harvest is 
about to bring it all back. 
On Monday, October 30, Writ-
ers Harvest, the nation's largest 
annual reading series to help fight 
hunger, will take place in the DJ. 
Lombardo Room, (the former SAC 
Conference Room)atjohn Carroll 
University. 
For only $5, one can sit back 
and enjoy a story hour in which 
professional writers share their 
work. All of the proceeds wit be 
dona red to the Cleveland Food 
Bank. A food and drink reception 
will also be offered afterwards for 
an additional $5. 
Szilazyi headlined Writer's Har-
vest atJCU and raised $2,400. This 
years goal is $3,000. 
Anna Mane Strzyz, a JCU se-
nior involved in the Public Rela-
tions of Writers Harvest, sa id that 
she is confident they will achteve 
thts goal. "We had a great deal o( 
support from the JCU Public Af-
fairs Departmenl ," sa id Strz yz 
"With this exposure as well as the 
prominence of the authors fea-
tured this year, I know that we can 
do it." 
The money raised from Writ-
ers Harvestgoes exclusivelytothe 
Cleveland Food Bank, which then 
buys food for the community. For 
every $1 donated, the Cleveland 
Food Bank is able todistnbute al-
most $14 worth of food to area 
famihes in need 
"Hunger is an issue that trans-
lates mto every commumty," sa1d 
Ron Stewart, director of commu-
nity relations for the Cleveland 
Food Bank. "Writers Harvest IS a 
great opportunity for college stu-
dents to be exposed to important 
social issues and makeadramatic 
difference in the It ves of others." 
contnbutes so much to hunger 
relief, it is merely a drop in the 
bucket compared to the problem 
of hunger worldwide. 
'A function like this (Writers 
Harvest) is as muchaneducational 
experience as it is a fundra iser," 
said Winegardner. "We hope that 
the consc iousness ra ised about 
hunger will help to fill this bucket 
up.' 
Some may not see the connec-
tion between hunger and a na-
tional fiction reading. Yet the rel-
evance between hunger and edu-
cation is more obvtous than one 
may think 
It is a fact that ll .7%of children 
1n the state of Ohio are hungry 
and that one in every eight Ameri-
canchildrenisat risk of hunger. It 
is also a fact that chtldren whose 
menta I development Is slowed be-
cause of hunger suffer irreversible 
effects. 
This year's national reading of 
Writers Harvest is coordinated by 
Share Our Strength, a national or-
ganization fighting hunger, 
homelessnessand illiteracy. It will 
occur in nearly 200 locations 
across thecounrrywith more than 
1,000 writers and 20,000 audience 
members participating. 
Richard Russo's book Nobody's Fool was made into a recent film. 
The Cleveland Food Bank may 
be the sole recipient on the local 
level, but hundreds of other orga-
nizations across the United States 
are helpe_d by Writers Harvest each 
year. Each individual event do-
nates its proceeds to a local orga-
nization, and Share Our Strength 
According to larry Brown, 
Ph.D .. a nutritionist at Tufts Uni-
versi ty, the body has a way of pri-
orit izing its (unctions, with basic 
physica 1 needs getting the £i r t 
priority. These needs must be met 
before the intellect. Winegardner 
said, "If we want people to develop 
intellectually and spiritually, we 
must see to it that children be ad-
equately fed," The localeventatJCU,co-spon-
sored by The john Carroll Review 
andCampusMinistry,willfeature 
RichardRusso,theNationalChair 
of Writers Harvest and author of 
Mohawk, The Risk Pool and 
Nobody's Fool; Bill Shore, Execu-
tiveDirectorofShareOurStrength 
and author of Revolution of the 
Heart; and Jane Hamilton, winner 
of the PEN/Ernest Hemingway 
Award and author of The Book of 
Ruth and A Map of the World. 
Tickets are available in the 
Campus Ministry office during 
office hours and in theatriumdur-
ing lunch and dinner. 
Mark Winegardner, JCU En-
glish professor and organizer of 
Writers Harvest, has been actively 
involved in Writers Harvest on 
both the local and national level 
since Its inception three years ago. 
He believes that thee11ent is a great 
way to increase awareness about a 
social issue that needs immediate 
attention. 
"This is an issue that transcends 
politics," said Winegardner. "The 
jesuit issues addressed 
Jim Gorey 
Staff Reporter 
A debate has recently arisen on 
campus concerning whether or 
not john Carroll is really a Catho-
lic university. However, before this 
debate began,John Carroll's JUS-
TICE group was working on dis-
cussing issues that affect a Jesuit 
university. 
JUSTICE stands for jesuit Uni-
versity College Students Con-
cerned with Empowerment. Their 
goal is to help make jesuit ideals 
known onjesuitcollegecampuses 
across thecounrry. Thegrouptrav-
els yearly to a conference. All the 
jesuit university JUSTICE groups 
meet each year in order to adopt a 
resolution that concerns issues 
relevant to Jesuit universities' stu-
dent bodies. This year's begins to-
morrow at Xavier University in 
Cincinnati. 
Members of the group usually 
come in with a certain back-
ground, according to junior Dan 
Bizga. ~The majority of delegates 
that come are somehow involved 
in student government. I think 
this is good because they are the 
representatives chosen by the stu-
dent body; said Bizga. The stu-
dent government experience is 
also helpful because the jUSTICE 
convention has a very systematic 
and governmental theme pervad-
ing its procedures. 
lntheirweeklymeetingsJCU's 
JUSTICE group discusses possible 
topics that could be presented at 
the conference. In past confer-
ences, John Carroll has set the 
agenda, which gives the Carroll 
delegation a strong presence at the 
conference. A group of five may 
not seem very large for a campus 
group, but this is a strong turnout 
considering the expenses for the 
convention trip and the amount 
of time that Is devoted to the reso-
lution after the convention. 
Upon their return from thecon-
verition, the group meets with the 
president of the university to 
present their resolution from the 
meeting. Issues from pastconven- · 
tionsincludeAIDSandhowtodeal 
with itonaJesuitcampusand race 
relations at Jesuit universities. 
junior Blshoy Mikhail partici-
pates in this group for personal 
reasons, "I believe in the Jesuit val-
ues taught here and I like working 
with people from other universi-
ties.. 
Thegroupwasfounded inl989 
here at John Carroll and was 
helped along by Rev. john E. 
Dister, SJ. Due to the size of the 
group and travel expenses, the 
group does not have a staff advi-
sor.. 
JUSTICE members aresurethat 
Rev.Johnj. Shea, Sj.,jCU's newly 
appointed president, will be help-
ful in 'NOrking with them to enact 
their resolutions when he takes 
office. "I think that the president 
of the university will be respon-
sive," said Bizga. "fve heard very 
good things about Father Shea." 
idea of hungry children in your 
own back yard is something that 
ought to make it difficult for 
people to sleep at night." 
With this worthy cause as its 
driving force , Writers 
Harvest has been suc-
cessful atJCU from the 
begin~ 
While the focus has been on 
thecharitableaspectsof this event, 
the entertainment aspects of Writ-
dollars raised, It has 
been one of the top ten 
events in the nation 
each year. This yearJCU 
has been chosen as one 
of four preview loca-
backyard Is something that should llllllelt 
difficult for people to sleep at night." 
tions for the national 
event. 
In its first year of existence, 
1992, Winegardner and fellow JCU 
English professor George Bilgere 
read their 'NOrk and raised $600 
for hunger relief. 
In 1993, Winegardner teamed 
up with Mary Grimm, a local 
writer and professor at Case West-
ern University, and raised $1,400. 
Last year, Lee K. Abbott and Steve 
lbe 
servesasasponsoron the national 
level. 
Since its beginning in 1984, 
Share Our Strength has distrib-
uted nearly $20 million to 488 
nonprofit organizations working 
in the U.S., Canada, and develop-
ing countries. 
According to Winegardner, 
even through Share Our Strength 
Mark Winegardner 
ers Harvest cannot be forgotten. 
According to Winegardner, the 
featured writers are guaranteed to 
captivate the audience. 
"These are three of the most 
engaging and personable people 
you are ever going to come across, • 
said Winegardner. "Expect noth-
ing buta very dynamic and enter-
taining evening. • 
Wenesday; November 1, 1995 at 7pm in the President's 
Dining Room 
Came for the free munchies! Talk with faculty and 
recent graduates 
I 
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The House o[ Representatives approved massive changes 
in the Medicare system last Thursday. President Clinton report-
edly vows to veto the plan which trims Medicare by $270 billion 
over seven years. The new system plansrocut payments to doctors 
and hospitals, raising costs for seniors and encouraging senior 
citizens to enroll in private health maintenance organizations 
(like H.M.O.'s). 
GUARANTI:EV 10 
MAKE YOO FHL
1 l~ ANEW MAlt 
Although the attendance o£last week's Million Man 
March was around 400,000, new studies show that the march 
may have actually been closer to its name. A National Park Service 
study estimated the march's attendance as low as 655,000 but it 
may have approached 1.1 million as a high estimate. These figures 
were developed after a digital analysis technique was used to 
observe phor.og.raphs or the march. 
Blockbuster, the massive video chain, plans to expand toto 
the International market with 4,000 stores outside the United 
Scates by the year 2000. Presently, 15 percent of Blockbuster's 
revenue Is from foreign markets. Steven R. Berrards, the chairman 
ofBlockbuster,hopes this figure will double. Blockbuster's biggest 
foreign commitment is in Britain where it already has 686stores, 
wlth plans to open 50 to 75 more by the end of the year. 
America's pastime promotes racism 
Chief Wahoo discriminates against American Indians 
Blind Melon's lead singer, Shannon Hoon, died Saturday 
In the band's bus inaNewOrlea.nsparkinglot. The cause of Hoon's 
death was attributed to an accidental drug overdose. The hit song 
"No Ratn• brought BUnd Melon success in 1992. The band was 
currently touring and promoting its second album, Soup. They 
were scheduled to perform at The Odeon In the Flats on Nov. +. 
Heads of state and government officials from over 140 
countries gathered this week in New York City to mark the 50th 
birthday of the United Nations. The gathering included President 
Fidel Castro of Cuba and Russian President Boris Yeltsirt This 
celebration included speeches from world leaders with themes 
ranging from eliminating nuclear testing to calls for ending ter-
rorism. 
Gina M. Girardot 
Int. News and Business Editor 
The Cleveland Indians are play-
i ng the Atlanta Braves in the World 
Series and the people of Cleveland 
could not be more enthusiastic. 
Commentary 
Cleveland has waited 41 years 
for the opportunity to disprove its 
infamous reputation of being "the 
mistake on the lake." Fans are 
showing their enthusiasm and 
support by decking themselves in 
Indians' paraphernalia like it is 
going out of style. 
However, Chi<;( Wahoo may be 
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going out of style with an increas-
ing number of American Indians 
protesting the logo's depiction on 
hats, pennants, and sweatshirts. 
TheAmericanlndiancommu-
nityclaims that Cleveland's show 
of support is a form of racism. 
The claims of racism 
are based in the 
characture of the 
Indians' mascot, 
Chief 
Wahoo . 
T h e 
mascot's 
image por-
trays Indi-
ans as big 
toothed, 
hooked-
nosed, beady 
eyed redskins-a blatant 
stereotype. 
The demands to ban the Chief 
Wahoo logo have remained unan-
swered by the Cleveland Indian's 
organization. This attitude is ex-
emplified by Indians owner Dick 
Jacobs' statement that as long as 
he is owner of the team, the logo 
will stay. 
Indians' clothing has the hot-
test selling logo in Major League 
Baseball, and realistically, no one 
is going to ban something that 
brings in such large royalties. 
Some fans claim that Chief 
Wahoo represents a tradition that 
Clevelanders have grown upwith, 
and is not meant 10 be offensive. 
Others claim that only a small 
group of people, those who are 
striving to be politically correct, 
PREGNANT? NEED HELP? : 
~CALL BIRTHRIGHT 
LAKEWOOD CLEVElAND PARMA 
228-6996 466-2lnl 661-0400 
HOTLINE 1-800-550-4900 
Request a Song 
today! 
Request Line: 
397-4438 
WWC.88.7FM 
want this change, and are picking 
on the logo for the sake of argu-
ment. 
Still others claim that the Indi-
ans are named for the first Ameri-
can Indian to 
play Major 
league Base-
ball, Sokalexis. 
These fans of 
Wahoo claim 
that the logo is 
meant to honor 
the American In-
dians. 
Yet, American 
Indians are of-
fended. 
It would seem that 
® anactionwiththeintent 
of honoring a group of 
people would be retracted if 
American Indians voiced their 
concerns of the possible repercus-
sions of the logo. These repercus-
sions include the spread of stereo-
types which leads to degradation 
of American indians. Yet, this has 
not been the case. 
Perhaps if a group of people 
with more prestige and power 
were to protest the logo, the Indi-
ans' and the Cleveland commu-
nity would listen. 
1f Jews or African Americans, 
groups with both financial and 
voting power, were to be the target 
of such "harmless cartoons," 
would the logo exist? I doubt it. 
l do not find the Indians' logo 
personally offensive, but I cannot 
possibly overstate the offenses felt 
by a group of people controlled by 
the white man since Christopher 
Columbus landed in North 
America in 1492. 
From a politically correct 
standpoint, Chief Wahoo is wrong. 
But, bottom line, from an ethical 
perspective it is wrong because it 
is racist. 
ATTENTION STUDENTS: 
NEEO SOME EXTRA CASI-1 FOR THOSE 
OVER.PruCEO llOOI<SI 
HOW ABOUT 510.00.~.00 AVERAGE PER 
NIGHTI 
Wi'Nr TO WOi'¥. IN A PUN 
A 1110SPHERE1 
HOW ABOUT mE flATS? 
NEED A FlEXIBLE WOfll( SCHEDU£! 
\<1/FU. HElP YOU PIAN fT. 
WEWANTYOUAT. 
mE SPAGHETTl WAREHOUSE 
I'ESTAIAVINT 
TO Ill' HOSTS SUSSERS AND SERVERS 
Al'Pl.Y IN Pe\SON. AT 1231 MAIN STR!H. 
ON 1H£ WEST BANK Of THE flATS. 
MONOAT mqu FRIDAY. FROM 2.ID--400 
"PM OML Y NO f'!-iONE CAllS PlEASE' 
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Children reap benefits from Writers Harvest 
Professional writers featured in national event to aid hunger relilef 
Margaret Znldarslc 
Assistant Features Editor 
Doesn't everyone remember 
story hour? That favorite child-
hOOd pastime of simply sitting 
back and having someone actu-
ally read you a story. 
Growing up doesn't necessar-
ily tnean that the days of story 
hour are over. Writers Harvest is 
about to bring it a II back. 
On Monday, October 30, Writ-
ers Harvest, the nation's largest 
ann ua I readingseries to help Hght 
hunger, will take place in the Dj. 
lornbardoRoom,(theformerSAC 
ConferenceRoorn)atJohnCarroll 
University. 
For only $5, one can sit back 
and enjoy a story hour in which 
professional writers share their 
work. All of the proceeds wil be 
donated 10 the Cleveland Food 
Bank. A food and drink reception 
will also be offered afterwards for 
an additional $5. 
Szilazyi headlined Writer's Har-
vest atjCU and ra1sed $2,400. This 
year's goal is $3,000. 
Anna Marie Strzyz, a JCU se-
nior involved in the Public Rela-
tions of Writers Harve t, said that 
she is conftdent they will achieve 
thts goal. "We had a grear deal of 
support from theJCU Public Af-
fairs Department," said Strzyz. 
"With this exposure as well as the 
prominence of the authors fea-
tUred this year, I know that we can 
do it." 
The money raised from Wnt-
ers Harvest goes exclusively to the 
Cleveland Food Bank, which then 
buys food for the community: For 
every $1 donated, the Cleveland 
Food Bank is able 10 distribute al-
most $14 worth of food to area 
families in need. 
"Hunger is an issue that trans-
lates into every community," said 
Ron Stewart, director of commu-
nity relations for the Cleveland 
Food Bank. "Writers Harvest is a 
great opportunity for college stu-
dents to be exposed to tmportant 
social issues and make a dramatic 
difference in the lives of others." 
contributes so much to hunger 
relief, it is merely a drop in the 
bucket compared to the problem 
of hunger worldwide. 
'A function like this (Writers 
Harvest)isasmuchaneducational 
experience as it is a fundraiser,' 
said Winegardner 'We hope that 
the consciousness raised about 
hunger will help to fill this bucket 
up.' 
Some may not see the connec-
tion between hunger and a na-
tionalfiction reading. Yetthe rel-
evance between hunger and edu-
cation is more obvious than one 
may think. 
ltisafactthatll.7%of children 
in the state of Ohio are hungry 
and that one in every eight A meri-
canchlldrenisarriskofhunger. It 
is also a fact that children whose 
menral development is slowed be-
cause of hunger sufferirrcversible 
effects. 
This year's national reading of 
WritersHarvestiscoordinated by 
Share Our Strength, a national or-
ganization fighting hunger, 
homelessnessand illiteracy: !twill 
occur in nearly 200 locations 
across the countrywi th more than 
1,000 writers and 20,000 audience 
members participating. 
Richard Russo's book Nobody's Fool was made into a recent film. 
The Cleveland Food Bank may 
be the sole recipient on the local 
level, but hundreds of other orga-
nizations across the United States 
are helped by Writers Harvest each 
year. Each individual event do-
nates its proceeds to a local orga-
nization, and Share Our Strength 
According to Larry Brown, 
Ph D., a nutritionist at Tufts Uni-
versity, the body has a way of pri-
oritizing its functions, with basi 
physical needs genmg the first 
priority. These needs must bernet 
before the intellect. Winegardner 
said, "If we want people to develop 
imellectually and spiritually, we 
must sec to it that children be ad-
equately fed," The localeventatjCU,co-spon-
sored by The john Carroll Review 
and CampusMinistry, will feature 
Richard Russo, the National Chair 
of Writers Harvest and author of 
Mohawk, The Risk Pool and 
Nobody's Fool; Bill Shore, Execu-
tive Director of Share Our Strength 
and author ol Revolution of the 
Heart; and jane Hamilton, winner 
of the PEN/Ernest Hemingway 
Award and author of The Book of 
Ruth and A Map of the World. 
Tickets are available in the 
Campus Ministry office during 
office hours and in the atrium dur-
ing lunch and dinner. 
Mark Winegardner, JCU En-
glish professor and organizer of 
Writers Harvest, has been actively 
involved in Writers Harvest on 
both the local and national level 
since its inception three years ago. 
Hebelievesthattheeventlsagreat 
way to increase awareness about a 
social issue that needs immediate 
attention. 
"This is an issue that transcends 
politics," said Winegardner. "The 
jesuit issues addressed 
Jim Gorey 
Staff Reporter 
A debate has recen t1 y arisen on 
campus concerning whether or 
notjohnCarroll is really a Catho-
lic university. However, before this 
debate began,john Carroll's jUS-
TICE group was working on dis-
cussing issues that affect a Jesuit 
university. 
JUSTICE stands for jesuit Uni-
versity College Students Con-
cerned with Empowerment. Their 
goal is to help make Jesuit ideals 
known on jesuit college campuses 
across the country. Thegrouptrav-
els yearly to a conference. All the 
Jesuit university JUSTICE groups 
meet each year in order to adopt a 
resolution that concerns issues 
relevant to jesuit universities' stu-
dent bodies. This year's begins to-
morrow at Xavier University in 
Cincinnati. 
Members of the group usually 
come in with a certain back-
ground, according to junior Dan 
Bizga. "The majority of delegates 
that come are somehow involved 
in student government. I think 
this is good because they are the 
representatives chosen by the stu-
dent body," said Bizga. The stu-
dent government experience is 
also helpful because the JUSTICE 
convention has a very systematic 
and governmental theme pervad-
ing its procedures. 
JntheirweeklymeetingsJCUs 
JUSTICE group discusses possible 
topics that could be presented at 
the conference. In past confer-
ences, John Carroll has set the 
agenda, which gives the Carroll 
delegation a strong presence at the 
conference. A group of five may 
not seem very large for a campus 
group, but this is a strong turnout 
considering the expenses for the 
convention trip and the amount 
of time that is devoted to the reso-
lution after the convention. 
Upon their return from thecon-
vention, the group meets with the 
president of the university to 
present their resolution from the 
meeting. Issues from pastconven-
tionsincludeAIDSand howtodeal 
with it on a Jesuit campus and race 
relations at jesuit universities. 
junior Bishoy Mikhail partici-
pates in this group for personal 
reasons, "I believe in the Jesuit val-
ues taught here and I like working 
with people from other universi-
ties.· 
Thegroupwasfoundedinl989 
here at john Carroll and was 
helped along by Rev. john E. 
Dister, Sj. Due to the size of the 
group and travel expenses, the 
group does not have a staff advi-
sor .. 
JUSTICE members are sure that 
Rev.Johnj. Shea, Sj.,JCUs newly 
appointed president, will be help-
ful in working with them to enact 
their resolutions when he takes 
office. "I think that the president 
or the university will be respon-
sive," said Bizga. "l've heard very 
good things about Father Shea." 
idea of hungry children in your 
own back yard is something that 
ought to make it difficult for 
people to sleep at night." 
With this worthy cause as its 
driving force, Writers 
Harvest has been suc-
cessful atjCU from the 
~
While the focus has been on 
the charitable aspects of thisevent, 
the entertainmentaspectsof Writ-
dollars raised, It has 
been one of the top ten 
events in the nation 
each year. This year JCU 
has been chosen as one 
of four preview loca-
backyard Is something that should 11111/elt 
difficult for people to sleep at night." 
tions for the national 
event. 
In its first year of existence, 
1992, Winegardner and fellow JCU 
English professor George Bilgere 
read their work and raised $600 
for hunger relief. 
In 1993, Winegardner teamed 
up with Mary Grimm, a local 
writer and professoratCase West-
ern University, and raised $1,400. 
Last year, lee 1<. Abbott and Steve 
The 
servesasasponsoron the national 
level. 
Since its beginning in 1984, 
Share Our Strength has distrib-
uted nearly $20 million to 488 
nonprofit organizations working 
in the U.S., Canada, and develop-
ing countries. 
According to Winegardner, 
even through Share Our Strength 
Mark Winegardner 
ers Harvest cannot be forgotten. 
According to Winegardner, the 
featured writers are guaranteed to 
captivate the au~ience. 
"These are three of the most 
engaging and personable people 
you are ever going to come across, • 
said Winegardnet "Expect noth-
ing but a very dynamic and enter-
taining evening. • 
Wenesday~ November 1, 1995 at 7pm in the President's 
Dining Room 
Cane for the free munchies l Talk with faculty and 
recent graduates 
6 
Art 
The Sculpture Center's second exhibinon this season, Win-
dow To Sculpture, featuring artist julie Gossiaux-Wack, runs 
tomorrow (Friday, Oct. 27) through Nov. 24. The Center, located 
at 12206 Euclid Ave. (University Circle), will host a public recep-
tion tomorrow£ rom 6 to 8 p.m. Gossiaux-Wack has participated 
m numerous juried and group exhibitions in Ohio, Pennsylvania 
and Arizona. In 1987,shewonsecond prize at the Butler Institute's 
Area An ists A nnualshow in Youngstown . For gallery hours and 
additional information call The Sculpture Center Monday 
through Friday at 229-6527. 
Music 
Belkin Productions and the Bud Ice Concert Series welcome 
Heather Nova, with special guest Ben Folds Five, to the Odeon 
on Monday, Oct. 30 at 8 p.m. Heather Nova is touring in support 
of her debut Big Cat/WORK release, Oyster, which features her 
radio single, 'Walk This World.' She has previously opened for 
Neil Young with Pearl jam, and shared bills with Pavement and 
the Cranberries. General admission tickets are $7.50 in advance, 
$8 day of show and are available at all Ticketmaster locations. 
The University of Akron's EJ. Thomas Hall welcomes ac-
claimed soprano, I<athleen Battle, for one performance only on 
Saturday, Oct. 28 ar 8 p.m. Single rickets for An Evening with 
Kathleen Battle are $30 and $27. Tickets are available at the 
Thomas Hall Ticket Office and all Ticket master locations. Charge 
by phone at 241-5555. 
Theatre 
The Cleveland Play House presents Red, Right, Return to-
night (Thursday, Oct. 26), as part of its play-reading series titled 
'The Next Stage,' created to develop new work for the American 
Theatre. Red, Right, Return, written by jim DeVita and directed 
by CPH artistic director Peter Hackett, focuses on a young man 
who escapes the 'real world" by losing himself in the high seas. 
Tickets for the performance, which takes place in the newly 
renovated Studio One Theatre, are $5 for subscribers and $7 for 
non-subscribers. There is a special lunch and matinee perfor-
mance today (Thursday, Oct. 26) at 2 p.m. Tickets are $15 and $17. 
Call the Cleveland Play House ticket office at 795-7000. 
Film 
Don't missoutonjohnCarroll University's Halloween Movie 
Night, sponsored by the Residence Hall Association. Movies 
include TheCrow, Friday I he 13th and TheLost Boys, running 
at8 pm., 10p.m.,and midnightonSaturday.Oct.2Bth in the Wolf 
and Pot. 
• 
The Cleveland Museum of An presenls Metropolis (1926, 
English intertitles and subtitles), directed by Fritz Lang on 
Wednesday. Nov.l at 8 p m. The film (pictured below), a tale of 
revolt in 'Utopia,' is part of 100 Years of Magic: Postscript. It is 
complemented by the three-member Alloy Orchestra. Tickets 
are $10 and are available in advance by mail or at film showings. 
For more information call the Museum at 421-7340. 
Coming Attractions were compiled by Lani Assily, assistant 
entertainment editor and Karen Obrzut, entertainment editor. 
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Subliminal messages: 
Out of sight, out of mind? 
Sam Subity 
Assistant Entertainment Ed1tor 
Deep within the recesses of the 
hum an mind, amongst the vast 
network of axons spitting the fire 
of neural impulses, somewhere 
within the pulsing coils of the ce-
rebral cortex lies the dark and 
mysterious region called the sub-
conscious. 
What is the subconscious and 
how does it affect our conscious 
behavior? One of the areas of most 
intense concern today is the mass 
media.Subliminaladverrisingand 
songs containing messages when 
played backwards supposedly 
leapfrog the conscious mind and 
target the subconscious. 
Rewind the master videotape 
of Father Time now to 1958, a time 
when Americans are concerned 
with reports of mass brainwash-
ing of prisoners in the Korean War. 
lt is also the year that one of the 
most well-known studies of the 
subconscious occurs. 
The setting is, well, the living 
rooms of thousands of Canadians 
just settling in to watch a popular 
prime-time television show. An 
experiment 
sor of psychology 
at john Carroll 
University, is skeptical 
about the persuasiveabili-
ties of subliminal mes-
sages. "The jury is still out 
as far as I'm concerned,' said 
Larsen during a recent in-
terview. Larsen herself 
has conducted several 
experiments in the 
area with no resulting 
proof in thei rfavor. 
'Subliminal' 
means below the 
threshold of con-
scious recognition, 
according to Larsen. If 
a television show contains 
subliminal messages, therefore, 
viewers wi II not be able to see 
them, though the messages may 
register in their minds. Whether 
these types of messages affect a 
person'sactionsisanargued point. 
"There is absolutely no evi-
dence that subliminal messages 
have any effects,' Larsen said. 'Of 
course, it's difficult to prove some-
thing doesn't exist." 
Despite the controversy sur-
jdfKndlc 
image is onscreen for only a f rae· 
tion of a second. Assuming for a 
moment that subliminal images 
are effective, the problem remains 
of finding the amount of time to 
allow the image to remain on the 
screen that is below the threshold 
of conscious recognition. 
Despite all the difficulties, this 
is not the first time Fried kin has 
used the technique, according to 
the article. Both Cruising (1980) 
and the popu-
is about to be-
gin. TheCa-
nadian 
Broadcast-
ing Com-
pany (CBC) 
flashes an 
Despite the controversy surrounding the 
lar occult film, 
The Exorcist 
(1973)usesub-
liminal im-
ages. Does 
Issue, subliminal m;essages continue to 
appear In a wide range of media. anyone re-
member feel-
inganodd hankering for a cheese-
burgerwbilewatchinglinda Blair 
spew pea soup? 
undetectable message across the 
screen 352 times during the pro-
gram. Afterwards, a survey re-
veals that several viewers felt 
strangely hungry during the show. 
A step in the direction of prov-
ing the power of subliminal ad-
vertising? Hardly. In the wake of 
controversy over subliminal mes-
sages persuading moviegoers to 
buy munchies, viewers assumed a 
similar prompt in this case. People 
responded to what they expected 
rather than what they saw, or did 
not see, for that matter. The mes-
sage broadcast by the CBC was 
actually "TELEPHONE NOW." 
Not s urprisi ngl y, there were no re-
ports of viewers unable to resist 
reaching for their phones. 
janet Larsen, associate profes· 
rounding the issue, subliminal 
messages continue to appear in a 
wide range of media. ·One of the 
most current examples is jade 
(Paramount Pictures). According 
to a recent article by Amy Harmon 
and Robert W. Welkos in the Los 
Angeles Times, director William 
Fried kin is reponed to have laced 
the movie withsubliminal Images; 
his intent is to reveal plot twi.sts 
before they actually happen. He 
hopes this technique will heighten 
the audience suspense. 
The technique of splicing sub-
liminal images into a reel of film 
can be tricky. It requires inserting 
an image into the sequence of 
frames, which norma !I y run past 
the projector lens at a rate of 24 
frames per second. The resulting 
The only existing restriction is 
a Federal Communications Com-
mission requirement that broad-
casters inform viewers when they 
use subliminal advertising. As 
longasthejuryremainsout,touse 
Larsen's phrase, Fried kin does not 
have to tell his audiences when he 
uses subliminal images for non-
advertising purposes. 
· At this point, it seems that the 
world must wait for more defini-
tive findings. Umilthen,beaware 
that subliminal messages are in 
the media today. And, whatever 
you do, please don't read this ar-
ticle backwards - who knows 
what might be in here? 
Interested in 
Studying law? 
~kl'l \\ ith rcp!L"..,L'Ill:tli\ L'" i'n >Ill :ill ()hi\> Ia\\ 
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1bis is an excellent opportunity to learn more about legal education, 
admission requirements to the various law schools, scholarships and financial 
assistance, as well as a number of other concerns pertinent to law school. 
Please jan us. 
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Nothin· but the Dogg 
Kevin Bachman 
Staff Reporter 
As Sen. Bob Dole, R-Kan and 
the other Republican presiden-
tial candidates give speech af-
ter speech about family values, 
it is easy to blame inner-city vio-
lence and urban d~cay on rap 
music. 
Commentary 
But does rap music push 
people to go out and rob a store, 
or does it simply tell the story 
about what goes on in the 'hood 
on a daily basis? 
Dole and C. Dolores Tucker, 
of the National Political Con-
gress of Black Women, would 
like you to believe that rap mu-
sic is the reason we have drive-
by shootings and why people 
rob liquor stores. They say that 
rap is the reason so many chil-
dren are brought up in single-
parent households and why 
crack use is up in inner cities. 
'The idea is that a black au-
dience is stupid enough to lis-
ten to and act on these records,' 
said music producer Bill 
Stephny in a june 19,1995 inter-
view with Malcolm Gladwell 
of The Washington Post. 
Rap music simply tells a 
story about life in the inner city. 
It is about life on the streets and 
people trying to survive. But 
Dole, Tucker and a number of 
consumer advocates think that 
the problems of the inner city 
are a direct result of rap. 
At the same' time, however, 
coumrymusicisnotblamedfor 
the high rate of alcoholism and 
domestic violence in the United 
States. For every song by lee 
Cube and Tupac Shakur, there 
are songs byGeorgejones(mul-
tiplemurders),BobbyBare(wife 
beating) and the Charlie Daniels 
Band (gay bashing). 
But ironically enough, look 
at why Dole and other Repub-
lican politicians criticize rap 
music and not country music. 
Urban cities traditionally do 
vote democratic. But the Mid-
west, where country is the most 
popular, is a Republican strong-
hold. Dole, incidentally, is from 
Kansas. 
Another problem is that 
many of the people who criti-
cize rap do not listen to it on a 
regular basis. Does Dole listen 
to any artists, such as Tupac, 
Snoop Doggy Doggand Dr. Ore, 
on the lnterscope and Death 
Row labels frequently? 
He might listen to a song or 
two by Ore, hear him talking 
about "bitches" and "niggas," 
and this reinforces his precon-
ceived notion that rap is bad. 
But this in nowayqualifieshim 
to go to the mainstream media 
and denounce Time Warner, 
the parent company that dis-
tributed these artists before 
selling them off for financial 
reasons. 
Obviously, no one is going 
to listen to music they do not 
like. But this is the fundamen-
tal problem. Most people don't 
know enough about rap to 
move past the profanity and un-
derstand the story. Those who 
criticize rap have no idea what 
they are talking about because 
they do notlisten to it on a regu-
lar basis. 
Dole does not know the dif-
ference between East Coast and 
West Coast styles of rap. He 
does not know which Ice Cube 
songwasrecordedwichN.W.A. 
and which'was recorded on his 
Lethallnjection album. 
If I were a critic of rap music 
who wanted to make a differ-
ence in the lives of urban 
youths, as Dole, Tucker and 
!)lany others claim to want to 
do, I would be more concerned 
with the story told, rather than 
the words used. 
15 cent wtngs Wednesdays and Sunday 
20% discount on all food to all Carroll 
students, 
faculty, and staff except specials · 
Guiness, Murphy's, Harp, Double 
Diamond, Woodpecker Cider, and 
Watney's by the pint and 1/2 pint 
Rolling Rock Draft Specials! 
11 a.m. - 2 a.m.- lunch and 
dinner specials 
kitchen closes at 11 p.m. 
free parking at rear of the building 
321-9356 
L..ocated in cedar Center 
13962 Cedar Road 
ENTERTAINVENT 1 
Three Wishes lacks true magic 
Kristen Schneldler ---
Editorial Board Director 
If wtshes really do come true, 
and you could have anything 
granted to you, what would you 
wish for7!n Three Wishes,a movie 
about magic and miracles occur-
ring in everyday life, a woman 
and her two sons are given the 
opportunity to make three 
wishes The film, however, while 
cute and refreshing, leaves the 
audience wishing for a bit more 
The story is a man'sflashback 
to his youth, the summer of 1955. 
Tom, then 11, (played by joseph 
Mazzello), and his 5-year-old 
brotherGu n n y(Seth M urn y ), live 
with their mother jeanne Holman 
(Mary Elizabeth Mastrantonio), 
who is considering starting her 
own business after her husband 
is killed at war in Korea. To say 
the least, the family could use 
some luck. It is then that they lit-
erally "run into" jack McCloud 
(Patrick Swayze). Seth Mumy and Rosa star in Three Wishes. ~~~<tom 
jack is basically a bum, roam-
ingthecountrywith his dog. Feel-
ing guilty for hitting jack with 
hercar,jeanne invites him to stay 
in her home until his broken leg 
is healed. But in 1950's suburbia, 
more than a good coach, he also 
beginstofill in nicely as a father for 
Tom. 
After Gunny becomes very ill, 
·and the fathersof the baseball team 
discover that jack is not who they 
thought he was, jeanne 
[Th WI h 1 hl'l discoversthatjackhasthe ree s es ... w .e abilitytomakeherbelieve 
cute and refreshing, 
leaves the audience 
wishing for a bit more. 
in kindness, being true to 
oneself and miracles, all 
over again. 
jack manages to touch 
the lives of the Holman 
family in a very genuine 
way, changing their lives 
jeanne, and especially Tom, are 
treated as outcasts for taking a 
stranger In to their hOftle. 
Tom'sbaseballteammatesand 
their fathers treat Tom with dis-
dain, umilsuddenlyjackcoaches 
the losing team into a winning 
team.ln the processjack becomes 
forever. The story is a mixture of 
human emotion, magic and fan-
wy. It presents itself in both an 
adult fashion (Jeanne realizes that 
sheissomewhatof an explorer dis-
covering her own journey) and 
with the innocence of a child's 
imagination (Gunny's imagina-
tion, specifically, provides some 
very vivid scenes). 
In the end, this movie is about 
good things happening to those 
who do good. It is, ultimately, a 
fairy tale, complete with a happy 
endlng.l, however, one who easily 
falls for fairy tales, was not swept 
away by this movie. 
The best performances are 
given by the children. Mazzello, 
specifically, gives a much more 
realistic presentation of emotions 
than does Swayze, who simply 
appears to be going 1 hrough the 
motions. The adult actors, unfor-
tunately, fail totrulyconnect with 
each or her or the children 
Three Wishes may brighten 
your day and put a smile on your 
face, but it probably will not leave 
a lasting impression on you, no 
matter how hopeless of a roman-
tic you are. 
lESE BYE OFFICE IS' Til IlliG c 0 8 p s 
PREBEOMSITE: ADRENALINE 
Drive. Intensity Those aren't words ter. self-confidence and decision-makmg 
you're likely to see in many course skills. Agam, words other courses sel-
requrrements. Then again, Army Rare dom use. But they're the credits you 
IS unJ1ke any other elective It's need to succeed in life. ROTC IS 
hands-on excitement. ROTC wlll 1• t open to freshmen and sophomores 
challenge you mentally and phys- without obhgation and requires 
tcally through intense !eadershtp about 4 hours per week. RegiSter 
trammg. Trammg that builds charac- Em this term for Army ROTC. 
ARMY ROTC 
TIE SMDTEST COLLEGE COURSE YOU CD TilE. 
For details, visit 2nd f1oor of the RecPlex or call 
397-4421 
r 
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Art 
The Sculpture Center's second exhibition this season, Win· 
dow To Sculpture, featuring artist julie Gossiaux-Wack, runs 
tomorrow (Friday, Oct. 27) through Nov. 24. The Center, located 
at 12206 Euclid Ave. (University Circle), will host a public recep-
tion tomorrow from 6 to 8 p.m. Gossiaux-Wack has participated 
m numerous Juried and group exhibitions in Ohio. Pennsylvania 
and Arizona. In l987,she won second prize at the Butler Institute's 
Area Artists Annualshow in Youngstown. For gallery hours and 
additional information call The Sculpture Center Monday 
through Friday at 229-6527. 
Music 
Belkin Productions and the Bud Ice Concert Series welcome 
Heather Nova, with special guest Ben Folds Five, to the Odeon 
on Monday, Oct. 30 at 8 p.m. Heather Nova is touring in support 
of her debut Big Cat/WORK release, Oyster, which features her 
radio single, 'Walk This World.' She has previously opened for 
Neil Young with Pearl Jam, and shared bills with Pavement and 
the Cranberries. General admission tickets are $7.50 in advance, 
$8 day of show and are available at all Ticketmaster locations. 
The University of Akron's EJ. Thomas Hall welcomes ac-
claimed soprano, Kathleen Battle, for one performance only on 
Saturday, Oct. 28 at 8 p.m. Single tickets for An Evening with 
Kathleen Battle are $30 and $27. Tickets are available at the 
Thomas Hall Ticket Office and all Ticketmaster locations. Charge 
by phone at 241-5555. 
Theatre 
The Cleveland Play House presents Red, Right, Return to-
night (Thursday, Oct. 26), as part of its play-reading series titled 
'The Next Stage,' created to develop new work for the American 
Theatre. Red, Right, Return, written by Jim DeVita and directed 
by CPH artistic director Peter Hackett, focuses on a young man 
who escapes the 'real world' by losing himself in the high seas. 
Tickets for the performance, which takes place in the newly 
renovated Studio One Theatre, are $5 for subscribers and $7 for 
non-subscribers. There is a special lunch and matinee perfor-
mance today (Thursday, Oct. 26) at 2 p.m. Tickets are $15 and $17. 
Call the Cleveland Play House ticket office at 795-7000. 
Film 
Don't m1ssoutonjohnCarroll University's Halloween Movie 
Night, sponsored by the Residence Hall Association. Movies 
include TheCrow,Fridayt he 13th and Tlte Lost Boys, running 
at8 p.m.,!Op.rn .,and midnight on Saturday, Oct. 28th in the Wolf 
and Pot. 
• 
The Cleveland Museum of Art presents Metropolis (1926, 
English intertitles and subtitles), directed by Fritz Lang on 
Wednesday, Nov.1 at8 p.m. The film (pictured below), a tale of 
revolt in 'Utopia,' is part of 100 Years of Magic: Postscript. It is 
complemented by the three-member Alloy Orchestra. Tickets 
are $10and are available in advance by mail or at rilmshowings. 
For more mformation call the Museum at 42I-7340. 
Coming Attractions were compiled by Lani Assily, assistant 
entertainment editor and Karen Obrzut, entertair1mtnt edttor. 
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Subliminal messages: 
Out of sight, out of mind? 
Sam Sublty 
Assistant Entertainment Editor 
Deep within the recesses of the 
human mind, amongst the vast 
network of axonsspitting the fire 
of neural impulses, somewhere 
within the pulsing coils of the ce-
rebral cortex lies the dark and 
mysterious region called the sub-
conscious. 
What is the subconscious and 
how does it affect our conscious 
behavior? One of theareasof most 
intense concern today is the mass 
media.Sublirninaladvertisingand 
songs containing messages when 
played ba.ckwards supposedly 
leapfrog the conscious mind and 
target the subconscious. 
Rewind the master videotape 
of Father Time now to 1958,a time 
when Americans are concerned 
with reports of mass brainwash-
ing of prisoners in the Korean War. 
It is also the year that one of the 
most well-known studies of the 
subconscious occurs. 
The setting is, well, the living 
rooms of thousands of Canadians 
just settling in to watch a popular 
prime-time television show An 
experiment 
sorof psychology 
at John Carron 
University, is skeptical 
about the persuasive abi li-
ties of subliminal mes-
sages. "The jury is still out 
as far as I'm concerned,' said 
Larsen during a recent in-
terview. Larsen herself 
has conducted several 
experiments in the 
area with no resulting 
proof in their favor. 
'S ubliminal' 
means below the 
threshold of con-
scious recognition, 
according to Larsen. If 
a television show contains 
subliminal messages, therefore, 
viewers will not be able to see 
them, though the messages may 
register in their minds. Whether 
these types of messages affect a 
person'sactions is an argued point. 
"There is absolutely no evi- · 
dence that subliminal messages 
have any effects,' larsen said. 'Of 
course, it's diHicult to prove some-
thing doesn't exist." 
Despite the controversy sur-
jdf Knt.ilt 
image is onscreen for only a frac, 
tion of a second. Assuming for a 
moment that subliminal images 
are effective. the problem remains 
of finding the amount of time to 
allow the image to remain on the 
screen that is below the threshold 
of conscious recognition. 
Despite all the difficulties, this 
is not the first time Friedkin has 
used the technique, according to 
the article. Both Cruising (1980) 
and the popu-
is about to be-
gin. Th~ Ca-
nadian 
Broadcast· 
ing Com-
pany (CBC) 
flashes an 
Despite the controversy surrounding the 
lar occult film, 
Tht Exorcist 
(l973)usesub-
liminal im-
ages. Does 
anyone re-
member feel-
issue, subliminal m;essages continue to 
appear In a wide range of media. 
undetectable message across the 
screen 352 times durtng the pro-
gram. Afterwards, a survey re-
veals that several viewers felt 
strangelyhungryduringtheshow. 
A step in the direction of prov-
ing the power of subliminal ad-
vertising? Hardly. In the wake of 
controversy over subliminal mes-
sages persuading moviegoers to 
buy munchies, viewers assumed a 
similar prompt in this case. People 
responded to what they expected 
rather than what they saw, or did 
not see, for that matter. Themes-
sage broadcast by the CBC was 
actually "TELEPHONE NOW" 
Not surprising! y, there were no re-
ports of viewers unable to resist 
reaching for their phones. 
janet larsen, associate profes-
rounding the issue, subliminal 
messages continue to appear in a 
wide range of media. One of the 
most current examples is jade 
(Paramount Pictures} According 
toarecentarticle by Amy Harmon 
and Robert W Welkos in the los 
Angeles Times, director William 
Friedkin is reported to have laced 
the movie with subliminal Images; 
his intent is to reveal plot twists 
before they actually happen. He 
hopes this technique will heighten 
the audience suspense. 
The technique of splicing sub-
liminal images into a reel of film 
can be tricky. It requires inserting 
an image into the sequence of 
frames, which normal! y run past 
the projector lens at a rate of 24 
frames per second. The resulting 
ing an odd hankering for a cheese-
burger while watching Unda Blair 
spew· pea soup? 
Theonlyexisting restriction is 
a Federal Communications Com-
mission requirement that broad-
casters inform viewers when they 
use subliminal advertising. As 
longasthejuryremainsout,touse 
Larsen's phrase, Fried kin does not 
have to tell his audiences when he 
uses subliminal images for non-
advertising purposes. 
· At this point, it seems that the 
world must wait for more defini-
tive findings. Until then, be aware 
that subliminal messages are in 
the media today. And, whatever 
you do, please don't read this ar-
ticle backwards - who knows 
what might be in here? 
Interested in 
Studying Law? 
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Th..is is an excellent opportunity to learn more about legal education, 
admission requirements to the various law schools, scholarships and financial 
assistance, as well as a nwnber of other concerns pertinent to law school. 
Please join us. 
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Nothin• but the Dogg 
Kevin Bachman 
Staff Reporter 
As Sen. Bob Dole, R-Kan and 
the other Republican presiden-
tial candidates give speech af-
ter speech about family values, 
it is easy to blame inner-city vio-
lence and urban decay on rap 
music. 
Commentary 
But does rap music push 
people to go out and rob a store, 
or does it simply tell the story 
about what goes on in the 'hood 
on a daily basis? 
Dole and C. Dolores Tucker, 
of the National Political Con-
gress of Black Women, would 
like you to believe that rap mu-
sic is the reason we have drive-
by shootings and why people 
rob liquor stores. They say that 
rap is the reason so many chil-
dren are brought up in single-
parent households and why 
crack use is up in inner cities. 
'The idea is that a black au-
dience is stupid enough to lis-
ten to and act on these records,' 
said music producer Bill 
Stephny in a June 19,1995 inter-
view with Malcolm Gladwell 
of The Washington Post. 
Rap music simply tells a 
story about life in the inner city. 
It is about life on the streets and 
people trying to survive. But 
Dole, Tucker and a number of 
consumer advocates think that 
the problems of the inner city 
are a direct result of rap. 
At the same ri.me, however, 
country music is not blamed for 
the high rate of alcoholism and 
domestic violence in the United 
States. For every song by Ice 
Cube and Tupac Shakur, there 
aresongsbyGeorgeJones(rnul-
tiplemurders),BobbyBare(wife 
beating) and the Charlie Daniels 
Band (gay bashing). 
But ironically enough, look 
at why Dole and other Repub-
lican politiCians criticize rap 
music and not country music. 
Urban cities traditionally do 
vote democratic. But the Mid-
west, wherecountryis the most 
popular, is a Republican strong-
hold. Dole, incidentally, is from 
Kansas. 
Another problem is that 
many of the people who criti-
cize rap do not listen to it on a 
regular basis. Does Dole listen 
to any artists, such as Tupac, 
Snoop Doggy Doggand Dr. Dre, 
on the lnterscope and Death 
Row labels frequently? 
He might listen to a song or 
two by Ore, hear him talking 
about "bitches" and "niggas," 
and this reinforces his precon-
ceived notion that rap is bad. 
But this innowayqualifieshim 
to go to the mainstream media 
and denounce Time Warner, 
the parent company that dis-
tributed these artists before 
selling them off for financial 
reasons. 
Obviously, no one is going 
to listen to music they do not 
like. But this is the fundamen-
tal problem. Most people don't 
know enough about rap to 
move past the profanity and un-
derstand the story. Those who 
criticize rap have no idea what 
they are talking about because 
they do not listen to it on a regu-
lar basis. 
Dole does not know the dif-
ference between East Coast and 
West Coast styles of rap. He 
does not know which lee Cube 
song was recorded with N. W.A. 
and which' was recorded on his 
Lethal Injection album. 
If l were a critic of rap music 
who wanted to make a differ-
ence in the lives of urban 
youths, as Dole, Tucker and 
J11any others claim to want to 
do, I would be more concerned 
with the story told, rather than 
the words used. 
15 cent wtngs Wednesdays and Sunday 
20% discount on all food to all Carroll 
students, 
faculty, and staff except specials · 
Guiness, Murphy's, Harp, Double 
Diamond, Woodpecker Cider, and 
Watney's by the pint and 1/2 pint 
Rolling Rock Draft Specials! 
11 a.m. - 2 a.m.- lunch and 
dinner specials 
kitchen closes at 11 p.m. 
free parking at rear of the building 
321-9356 
L.ocat.ecl in cedar Center 
13962 Cedar Road 
• 
ENTERTAINPtENT 1 
Three Wishes lacks true magic 
Kristen Schneldler 
Editorial Board Director 
If wishes really do come true, 
and you could have anything 
granted to you, what would you 
wish for? In Three Wishes,a movie 
about magic and miracles occur-
ring in everyday life, a woman 
and her two sons are given the 
opportunity to make three 
wish~. The film, however, while 
cute and refreshing, leaves the 
audience wishing for a bit more. 
The story is a man's flashback 
to his youth, the summer of 1955. 
Torn, then 11. (played by Joseph 
Mazzella), and his 5-year-old 
brotherGunny(SethMumy),Live 
withtheirmotherjeanne Holman 
(Mary Elizabeth Mastrantonio), 
who is considering starting her 
own business after her husband 
is killed at war in Korea. To say 
the least, the family could use 
some luck. It is then that they lit· 
erally "run into" Jack McCloud 
(Patrick Swayze). 
Jack is basically a bum, roam-
ingthecountrywith his dog. Feel-
ing guilty for hitting Jack with 
hercarjeanne invites him to stay 
in her home until his broken leg 
is healed. But in 1950's suburbia, 
more than a good coach, he also 
begins to fill in nicely as a fatherfor 
Tom . 
After Gunny becomes very ill, 
and thefathersof the baseball team 
discover that jack is not who they 
thought he was, jeanne 
[Th WI h 1 discoversthatjackhasthe ree s es ... while abilitytomakeherbelieve 
cute and refreshing, 
leaves the audience 
wishing for a bit more. 
in kindness, being true to 
oneself and miracles, all 
over again. 
Jack manages to touch 
the lives of the Holman 
family in a very genuine 
way. changing their lives 
Jeanne, and especially Tom, are 
treated as outcasts for taking a 
stranger into their hOme. 
Tom~baseballteammatesand 
their fathers treat Tom with dis-
dain, umilsuddenlyJackcoaches 
the losing team into a winning 
team. In the processjack becomes 
forever. The story is a mixture of 
human emotion, magic and [an 
tasy. It presents itseU in both an 
adult fashion (Jeanne realizes that 
she issomewhatof an explorer dis-
covering her own journey) and 
with the innocence of a child's 
imagination (Gunny's imagina-
tion, specifically, provides some 
very vivid scenes). 
In the end, this movie is about 
good things happening to those 
who do good. lt is, ultimately, a 
fairy tale, complete with a happy 
ending. I, however, one who easily 
falls for fairy tales. was not swept 
away by this movie. 
The best performances are 
given by the children. Mazzella, 
specifically, gives a much more 
realistic presentation of emotions 
than does Swayze, who simply 
appears to be going through the 
mot10ns. The adult actors. unfor· 
tunately,[ail totrulyconnect with 
each other or Lhe children. 
· Th ret: Wishes may brighten 
your day and put a smile on your 
face, but it probably will not leave 
a lasting impresswn on you, no 
matter how hopeless of a roman-
tic you are. 
RESERVE OFFICERS' TRilliNG C 0 IPS 
PREREOUISm: ADRENALINE 
Drive. Intenslty Those aren't words ter,self-conli.denceanddecision-making 
you're likely to see m many course skills. Agam, words other courses sel-
requrrements. Then again, Army Rare dom use. But they're the credits you 
IS unlike any other elective. It's need to succeed in life. ROTC IS 
hands-on exc1tement. ROTC will ~· • open to freslunen and sophomores 
challenge you mentally and phys- w1thout obligation and requires 
tcally through mtense leadership about 4 hours per week. RegiSter 
training. Training that builds charac- x m thiS term for Army ROTC. 
ARMY ROTC 
TIE SMARTEST COLLEGE CORSE Y01J CD TilE. 
For details, visit 2nd floor of the RecPlex or call 
397-4421 
... 
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Streaks capture fourth title in five years 
Men's soccer wins regular-season OAC title, enters ranks as one of region's top four teams 
Kevin Bachman 
Staff Reporter 
Just because the john Carroll 
University men's soccer team 
wrapped upitsfourth regular sea-
son Ohio AthleticConference title 
in five years, it doesn't mean there 
is reason for them to rest on their 
laurels. 
With victories over Heidelberg 
Heidelberg (now 6-1 OAC). jCU 
left with a 2-1 victory. 
Junior forwards Brady 
Brosnahan and Bob Krupitzer 
scored for theJCU. 
Heading into Saturday's game 
against Muskingum, the Streaks 
were familiar with the Muskies 
having defeated them 2-0 at the 
Wilmington Tournament, Sep-
tember24. 
"We 're not looking 
past Heidelberg, but 
a n d 
Muskingum, 
the Streaks 
finished with 
an 8-0-l 
record in OAC 
play 02-4-1 we will definitely be 
T h e 
Streaks 
scored early 
but gave up 
a meaning-
less goal 
late in the 
game. They 
won 3-1. 
avera ll) and 
earned the 
right to host 
the OAC Tour-
nament at 
Wasmer Field 
this week. 
They are un-
up for whoever we 
play Saturday." · W e 
dominated 
beaten at home si nee a 4-0 over-
time loss to Hiram in 1990. The 
Streaks played the OAC's No. 4 
seed, Heidelberg, Wednesday. 
Coach Ali Kazemaini said the 
team's tough preseason schedule 
has helped prepare it forOAC play. 
"The whole idea was to get pre-
pared for the OAC," Kazemaini 
sa td. "The other side was to give us 
an idea of what we need to do to 
compete at that level" 
The Streaks opened play last 
week with another tough road 
contest as they traveled to take on 
Grant Mast the game, 
and we had 
so much 
pressure lon them] we got caught 
with too many men forward," said 
sophomore goalie Grant Mast. 
Senior defender Erik Chiprich 
said that the Streaks knew what 
was on the line Saturday. 
"I think we were a lot more re-
laKed, but at the same time, we 
knew we had to win that game to 
win the conference title,"Chiprich 
said. "'We knew it's more than one 
game. It's a whole season." 
The Streaks have won nine in a 
row and are 11-1-1 in their last 13 
games,outscoringtheiropponents 
33-6 over that span. The only 
blemish on otherwise perfect con-
ference record was a scoreless tie 
against Mount Union, this year's 
No.3seedintheOACTournament. 
With the victoryoverMuskingum 
Saturday, the Streaks are now 38-
0-4 over their last 4 2 home games. 
Heading into the OAC Tourna-
ment [played yesterday and this 
Saturday1 the Streaks are focused 
on Heidelberg, but the chance at 
making the NCAA Tournament is 
still their goal, said junior 
midfielder Adrian Del Bussa. 
"It's in the back of our minds, 
especially with the good second 
half [of the season] we've had," Del 
Busso said. "It was important for 
ustogooutand win convincingly 
and get some recognition ." 
Kazemaini said he believes the 
Streaks have a good chance at 
making the NCAA Tournament. 
"If we take care of these next 
two games, we'll roll the dice and 
see what happens," Kazemaini 
said. "l think we have a better 
chance than any of our pastteams 
did." 
The Blue Streaks went 15-2 in 
1992and,after starting o-3 in 1993, 
won 17 straight games and won 
the OAC. Kazemai nicoached both 
teams. Neither team received a 
bid. lf the Streaks win the OAC 
Tournament this year, they will 
wait to see if this year's team has a 
different fate than those in the 
early 1990s. 
Dous Skoglln 
Last season's co-freshman player of the ye<JI, defender Jeff 
Hunk~le, aids the Blue Streaks in their 3-1 home victory over 
Muskingum, Saturday. The victory clinched the Ohio Athletic 
Conference crown for the Streaks, enabling them to host the 
1995 OAC Tournament this week 
Sun -fast - ic Burke and Consler break records as season concludes 
T~ 
,\twlmt ,\,.,·, wl 
12 ·Tiwsfor -"35' 
381-0888 
NEw Lo ATION 
4~!15 ~1aylield Road. South Eu,·l id 
Stephanie Fox 
Staff Reporter 
Molly Burke and Thea Cansler 
ended their john Carroll Univer-
sity .soccer careers with a bang. 
The rest of the team went a little 
more quietly. 
Each senior forward estab-
lished a school record of her own 
last week. Burke broke Danielle 
Sluga's school record for total ca-
reer points scored (7 4 ), scoring in 
John Carroll's 3-0 victory over 
Walsh, October 17. She scored off 
a pass from freshman midfielder 
Meghan Smith. Cansler scored the 
team's other two goals on assists 
by Smith and junior midfielder 
2261 Wartrensville Center 
Road 
UnivetsityHeJghts, Ohio 44118 
932-7550 
Owned by Michael Day, JCU 
Alumnus 
Flowes, Plants, Balloons 
FTD JN1re Selvice 
%10 Discount for Cash and cany 
Purd1ases wl JCU J.D. 
Four minute walk from campus. 
Annie Klekamp. 
"I was very relieved [to break 
Sluga's record)," said Burke. "I was 
aiming for this record, and it was 
exciting to break it." 
Cansler 
a !.so reached 
ing in the post-season Ohio Ath-
letic Conference Tournament 
when it lost to nationally-ranked 
Heidelberg, 4-2, October 18. 
"'We had many good games 
that we 
"We were plagued by 
Injuries most of the 
season. But we 
overcame this by 
a milestone 
in the Walsh 
game, be-
comingonly 
the third 
playerinJCU 
history to 
score 20 
goals in her 
career. Burke WOrking together aS a 
played at 
the level 
we were 
capable 
of !this 
season]," 
Cansler 
said. "We 
were dis-
a p 
pointed 
that we 
didn't 
make the 
playoffs , 
but over-
all, we 
(31) and 
Sluga (21) team and always giving 
are the only 
other two 100 percent., 
who have 
done so. 
However, 
Cansler was 
discouraged about not making the 
playoffs. john Carroll was elimi-
nated from the possibility of play-
Danielle LaCour 
with the season." 
were sat-
isfied 
·A !though we wanted to rna ke 
the tournament, overall, we were 
very pleased with the outcome of 
the season," Burke said. 
"We were plagued by injuries 
most of the season," said sopho-
more midfielder Danielle LaCour. 
"But we overcame this by working 
together as a team and always giv-
ing 100 percent." 
The Streaks finished off the 
year 7-8-1 overall and 5-4 in the 
OAC. This winning record in the 
conference marks only the third 
time inJCU history that women's 
soccer has finished above the .500 
mark. They finished in a sixth 
place tie with Capital in the OAC. 
The final game of the season 
wasal-OvictoryoverMuskingum 
on Saturday. The Streaks con-
trolled the game keeping the ball 
on the Muskies side of the field 
and pounding shots at them. The 
only score of the game was made 
in the final minute by Burke. 
Sophomore midfielder Elizabeth 
Chambers had the assist. 
Tht Carroll News Sports Staff 
also contri buttd to this article. 
The three necessities of life: 
l. Food. 
·2. Sleep. 
3. Sports. 
*Not necessarily in that order. 
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Spikers hit road for OAC Tourney 
Randy Loeser 
Staff Reporter 
If the john Carroll University volleyball 
team wants to get back to the CAA Play-
offs, its road will have to go through Ada , 
Ohio and the Polar Bears of Ohio Northern 
... possibly twice. 
With their 15-4, ll-15, ll-15, D-15 loss to 
now second-place Capital in the Ohio Ath-
letic Conference, the Streaks (23-9, 7-1 OA C) 
would need to beat the Polar Bears in the 
season finale at Ohio Northern this Satur-
day in order to tie for the conference cham-
pionship. A loss would mean the confer-
ence tournament championship would be 
played for the second straight year in Ada. 
The Blue Streaks have been in this situa-
tion before. Last year, the they lost in the 
tournament championship to Northern, 
only to come back and face them in the 
second round of the NCAA Playoffs the 
neKt week. Despite the loss the week before, 
they came out red hot, beating Northern 
and advancing to the "Elite Eight" of the 
NCAA Playoffs. 
Volley ba 11 Facts: 
· With their win October 17, the Streaks 
finished their season 10-1at home. Overt he 
past three seasons, the Streaks are 33-2, a 
winning percentage of over 94 percent. 
Only men's soccer, which has gone four 
years without a loss( 42 matches), has had a 
more successful streak 
· Sophomore outside hitter Pamjimison 
is the current leader in the OAC m d1gs per 
game, averaging 4.55. Joining Jimison in 
the digs category are sophomore setter Lori 
Hammer, whocomesinranked fifth with a 
4.11 mark, and junior captain Katy Perrone, 
who is seventh with a 3.91 clip. Perrone is 
also ranked fourth in kills per game with a 
3.41 average. 
· Speaking of Perrone, she was able to 
reach the 1,000 dig mark for her career 
against Capital on October 21. With 1,005 
digs in the book, Perrone is now 4 37 away 
from becoming the school's all-time leader, 
adistinctioncurrently held by joan Maurizi, 
who played from 1986-1989. Last year, 
Perrone recorded a team-high 512 digs. 
Football d1111ps Capital, 39-6 
Michael Ziccardi 
Sports Editor 
After conquering the Crusaders from Capital on Parents' Weekend 39-6,John 
Carroll University's football team hits the road once again this week as it travels to 
New Concord, Ohio to take on Muskingum. The Muskles (6-H overall and 5-1-1 
Ohio Athletic Conference) are coming back down to earth as they were beaten by 
Mount Union 41-_7, and their hopes of an unbeaten season were ruined. 
"I am sure they are looking to rebound from last week," said Coach Tony DeCarlo. 
"They are going to be tough, especially on their home turf." 
The Streaks, on the other hand, are coming off a convincing defeat of Capital 
improving their conference record to+ 1-1 and their overall record to 5-l-1. 
John Carroll received outstanding performances on both sides of the ball Defen-
sively, junior inside linebacker Chris Anderson led Carroll with 12 tackles and 
-collected his third interception of the season to tie him for the team lead, and 
From the Gut 
Indians rekindle lost love, 
renew faith in baseball 
Rand Loeser baseball, and it helped save a little bit of 
Staff Reporter me. 
Heroescomeinallshapesandsizes- The other thing was not as simple. 
especiallythroughtheeyesoffirst-grad- Something in this season was missing. 
ers. lt took $10 worth of pencils and some 
I know that when I was 6 years old, l first-graders to bring it back and make 
looked up to baseball players, movie me realize how important baseball is in 
stars and Darth Vader. Those were the my life. 
days when life was simple, when life Needingsomethingforherfirst-grad-
consisted of phonics, Red Rover and a e.rs for "Indians Days." I bought pencils 
Cleveland Browns lunch box. for my friend Kelly's class. Getting Indi-
Times have changed, and so have the ans pencils would seem like the small-
thmgs I enjoy. est of deals, but not to these ktds. I re-
Forone,my heroes have changed. Ask ceivedover20 thank you letters, one just 
anyone who has seen my bedroom, and as precious as the next. What was spe-
you would think------------- cialwaswhatthey 
that I was related to I h ted ba ba" nd wrote, if you can 
the Mmnesota a Se II 8 decipher a first-
Twins center fielder grader's hand writ-
Kirby Puckett or to everything It stood for. ing; "Mi fart pafr is 
the Boston Red Sox Aldn Belle"; "I wich 
Hall-of-Farner Ted Williams. that thaywill win the wroldserys"; "my 
While 1995 was supposed to be the fivrt pir is Ady Miry"; "Randy thx: you 
year not to enjoy one of my favorite gym tmu your pencil,"ormyfavorite:"l 
things, it became the year I fell in love do not love the indians but i like tehm." 
with it again. Although it would have I guess what lloved the most was 
been great if this thing was fivefoot five their unconditional love for something 
and female, I fell back in love with the they have no idea why they love. They 
one thing that was with me all my life: werejustasexcitedaboutthe Indians as 
Baseball. the person who makes it a point of tell-
It was not supposed to be. I hated the ing you they have waited for 41 years. 
owners and players for what they did; They have a genuine enthusiasm. They 
striking during one of the most magical love Albert Belle, regard less of if he gives 
seasons ever. I hated baseball and every- an interview or not. They wear an lnd•-
thing it stood for. Like most people , it anscap,even though some people think 
took a whilefor me to forgive. itspoliticallyincorrect. These kids don't 
But two things cured my disdain for care. They just know that for right now, 
the game. baseball is something good. something 
For starters, the Cleveland Indians. that brings all these people together and Ed Griffith tallied a career-high tackles, four of which were solo 
~Sci-
-...-"""=•r-' ¥ · I n ople more m mom and clad · d. 
e cit d about anything. ey brought hal isinnocenttothem. They can dream 
Caserio. Petty went on to have six catches for 102 yards. 
Going into the Muskingum game,JCU finds its offense coming together, as it 
ranks in the top three in total offense (395.3 ypg). passing offense (268.0 ypg) and 
scoring offense (33.1 ppg) in the OAC. 
"Muskingum's defense has played extremely well all season, and it will be inter-
esting to see how well we respond," said DeCarlo. "They force plent yof turnoversand 
have kept many of their opponents out of the end zone." 
The senior forward went 
on to break Danielle 
Sluga's record for total 
career points. Burke 
finished her career by 
scoring the lone goal in the 
Muskingum game to lead 
the Streaks to a 1-0 vic-
tory. Burke finished her 
career with 31 goals and 
74 career points. 
Brian Unk 
Golf 
The senior earned medal-
ist honors at The Power 
Bilt Gordin Collegiate 
Classic in Surfside Beach, 
SC, shooting a 54-hole 
total of 216. He led JCU 
to a second place finish at 
the fall's most prestigious 
collegiate golf tournament-
He finished last year as 
third-team All-American. 
people together, people so different yet just like I did when I was a kid. They 
all in love with the same thing. Fans dream the dreams we are living now. 
booed rogether when Indians' manager Baseball is also the realization or in 
Mike Hargrove pulled his pitchers, and nocence lost, an innocence that for one 
they stood and cheered in the 14th in- brief moment we have been able tore-
ning when Albert Belle hit his game- capture. Sometimesit'sjustalittleharder 
winning homerun. Cleveland saved to read and understand. 
Blttes 
-~ 
,.... 
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Streaks capture fourth tit e in five years 
Men's soccer wins regular-season OAC title, enters ranks as one of region's top four teams 
Kevin Bachman 
Staff Reporter 
Just because the john Carroll 
University men's soccer team 
wrapped upitsfourthregularsea-
son Ohio Athletic Conference title 
in five years, it doesn't mean there 
IS reason for them to rest on their 
laurels. 
With victories over Heidelberg 
Heidelberg (now 6-l OAC). jCU 
left with a 2 -l victory. 
junior forwards Brady 
Brosnahan and Bob Krupitzer 
scored fonhejCU. 
Heading into Saturday's game 
against Muskingum, the Streaks 
were familiar with the Musk1es 
having defeated them 2-0 at the 
Wilmington Tournament, Sep-
tember 24. 
"We 're not looking 
past Heidelberg, but 
a n d 
Muski n g um, 
the Streaks 
finished with 
an 8-0-1 
record mOAC 
play 02-4-1 we will definitely be 
T h e 
Streaks 
scored early 
but gave up 
a meaning-
less goal 
late in the 
game. They 
won 3-1. 
overall) and 
earned the 
nght to host 
theOACTour-
nament at 
Wasmer Field 
this week. 
They are un-
up for whoever we 
play Saturday." " W e 
dominated 
the game, 
and we had 
beaten at home since a 4-0 over-
time loss to Hiram in 1990. The 
Streaks played the OACs No. 4 
seed, Heidelberg, Wednesday. 
Coach Ali Kazemaini said the 
team's tough preseason schedule 
has helped prepare itforOACplay. 
aT he whole idea was to get pre-
pared for the OAC," Kazemaini 
said. "The other side was to give us 
an idea of what we need to do to 
compete a t that level.' 
The Streaks opened play last 
week w ith a nother tough road 
contest as they traveled to take on 
Grant Mast 
so much 
pressure [on them] we got caught 
with too many men forward," said 
sophomore goalie Grant Mast. 
• Senior defender Erik Chi prich 
said that the Streaks k new what 
was on the line Saturday. 
"l thi nk we were a lot more re-
laxed, but at the same time, we 
knew we had to wi n that game to 
win the conference title," Chiprich 
said. "We knew it's more than one 
game. It's a whole season." 
The Streaks have won nine in a 
row and are ll-1-1 in their last 13 
games,outscoringtheiropponents 
33-6 over that span. The oniy 
blemishonotherwiseperfectcon-
ference record was a scoreless tie 
against Mount Union, this year's 
No.3seedintheOACTournament. 
With thevictoryoverMuskingum 
Saturday, the Streaks are now 38-
0-4 over their last 4 2 home games. 
Heading into the OAC Tourna-
ment [played yesterday and this 
Saturdayl the Streaks are focused 
on Heidelberg, but the chance at 
making the NCAA Tournament is 
still their goal, said junior 
midfielder Adrian Del Busso. 
"It's in the back of our minds, 
especially with the good second 
half[of the season] we've had," Del 
Bussa said. "It was important for 
ustogooutand win convincingly 
and get some recognition ." 
Kazemaini said he believes the 
Streaks have a good chance at 
making the NCAA Tournament. 
"If we take care of these next 
two games, we'll roll the dice and 
see what hap pens," Kazemaini 
said. "l think we have a better 
chance than any of our pastteams 
did." 
The Blue Streaks went 15-2 in 
1992and,afterstartingo-3in 1993, 
won 17 straight gam es and won 
the OAC. Kazemai ni coached both 
teams. Neither team received a 
bid. lf the Streaks win the OAC 
Tournament this year, they will 
wait to see if this year's team has a 
different fa te than those in the 
early 1990s. 
DougSkoglin 
Last season's co-freslman player of the year, defender Jeff 
Hunkele, aids the Blue Streaks in their 3-1 home victory over 
Muskingum, Saturday. The victory clinched the Ohio Athletic 
Conference crown for the Streaks, enabling them to host the 
1995 OAC Tournament this week. 
Sun -fast - ic Burke and Consler break records as season concludes 
T~ 
• Srmlmt s,,, .. ·,td 
12 ·Ta,sfor SJs 
381-0888 
NEW LOCJ\TION 
4-ll(5 . Iayfield Rond. SoUih Eul'lid 
Stephanie Fox 
Start Reporter 
Molly Burke and Thea Cansler 
ended their john Carroll Univer-
si ty soccer careers with a bang. 
The rest of the team went a little 
more quietly. 
Each senior forward estab-
lished a school record of her own 
last week. Burke broke Danielle 
Sluga's school record for total ca-
reer points scored (74), scoring in 
john Carroll's 3-0 victory over 
Walsh, October 17. She scored off 
a pass from freshman midfielder 
Meghan Smith.Conslerscored the 
team's other two goals on assists 
by Smith and junior midfielder 
2261 wartrensville Center 
Road 
UnivelsityHeJghts, Ohio 44118 
932-7550 
Owned by MkhaeJ lkly, JCU 
Alumnus 
~Plants, Balloon5 
F1D l-1Are Service 
%10 Discount for Cash and cany 
Purchases WI JCU /.D. 
Four minute walk .from campus. 
Annie Klekamp. 
"I was very relieved [to break 
Sluga's record)," said Burke. "l was 
aiming for this record, and it was 
exciting to break it." 
ing in the post-season Ohio Ath-
letic Conference Tournament 
when it lost to nationally-ranked 
Heidelberg, 4-2, October 18. 
"We had many good games 
Con s ler 
"We were plagued by 
Injuries most of the 
season. But we 
overcame this by 
working together as a 
team and always giving 
also reached 
a milestone 
in the Walsh 
game, be-
comingonly 
the third 
player inJCU 
history to 
score 20 
goals in her 
career. Burke 
(31) and 
Sluga (21) 
are the only 
other two 1.00 percent., 
who have 
done so. Danielle LaCour 
However , 
with the season." 
that we 
played at 
the level 
we were 
capable 
of [this 
season] ," 
Consler 
said. · we 
were dis-
a p 
pointed 
that we 
didn ' t 
make the 
playoff s , 
but over-
all, we 
were sat-
isfied Consler was 
discouragedaboutnotmakingthe 
playoffs. John Carroll was elimi-
nated from the possibility of play-
"Although we wanted to make 
the tournament, overall, we were 
very pleased with the outcome of 
the season," Burke said. 
"We were plagued by injuries 
most of the season," said sopho-
more midfielder Danielle LaCour. 
"But we overcame this by working 
together as a team and always giv-
ing 100 percent." 
The Streaks finished off the 
year 7-8-1 overall and 5-4 in the 
OAC This winn ing record in the 
conference marks only the third 
time inJCU history that women's 
soccer has finished above the .500 
mark. They finished in a sixth 
place tie with Capital in the OAC. 
The final game of the season 
was a 1-0 victory over M uskingum 
on Saturday. The Streaks con-
trolled the game keeping the ball 
on the Muskies side of the field 
and pounding shots at them. The 
only score of the game was made 
in the final minute by Burke. 
Sophomore midfielder Elizabeth 
Chambers had the assist. 
The Carroll News Sports Staff 
also contributed to this article. 
The three necessities of life: 
l. Focxl. 
·2. Sleep. 
3. Sports. 
*Not necessarily in that order. 
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Spikers hit road for OAC Tourney 
Randy Loeser 
Staff Reporter 
lf the john Carroll University volleyball 
team wants to get back to the NCAA Play-
offs, its road will have to go through Ada , 
Ohio and the Polar Bears of Ohio Northern 
... possibly twice. 
With their 15-4,11-15,11-15, 0-15loss to 
now second-place Capital in the Ohio Ath-
letic Conference, theS treaks(23-9, 7-1 OAC) 
would need to beat the Polar Bears in the 
season finale at Ohio Northern th is Satur-
day in order to tie for the conference cham-
pionship. A loss would mean the confer-
ence tournament championship would be 
played for the second straight year in Ada. 
The BlueStreaks have been in th is situa-
tion before. Last year, the they lost in the 
tournament championship to Northern, 
only to come back and face them in the 
second round of the NCAA Playoffs the 
next week. Despite the loss the week before, 
they came out red hot, bea ti ng Nor thern 
and ad vancing to the "Eli te Eight" of the 
NCAA Playoffs. 
Volleyball Facts: 
· With thm win October 17, the Streaks 
finished their season 10-1 at home. Over the 
past three seasons, the Streaks are 33-2, a 
winning percentage of over 94 percent. 
Only men's soccer, which has gone four 
years without a loss( 42 matches), has had a 
more successful streak. 
·Sophomore outside hitter Pamjimison 
is the current leader in theOAC in digs per 
game, averaging 4.55. joining Jimison in 
the digs category are sophomore setter Lori 
Hammer, who comes in ranked fifth with a 
4.1 1 mark, and junior captain Katy Perrone, 
who is seventh with a 3.91 clip. Perrone is 
also ranked fourth in kills per game with a 
3.41 average. 
· Speaking of Perrone, she was able to 
reach the 1,000 dig mark for her career 
against Capital on October 21. With 1,005 
digs in the book, Perrone is now 437 away 
from becoming the school's all- time leader, 
adistinctioncurrently held by joan Maurizi, 
who played from 1986-1989. Last year, 
Perrone recorded a team-high 512 digs. 
Football dtmps Capital, 39-6 
Michael Ziccardi 
From the Gut 
Indians rekindle lost love, 
renew faith in baseball 
Randy Loeser baseball, and it helped save a little bit of 
Staff Reporter me. 
Heroes come in all shapes and sizes - The other thing was not as simple. 
espeCiallythroughtheeyesoffirst-grad- Something in this season was missing. 
ers. lt took $10 worth of pencils and some 
l know that when I was 6 years old, I first -graders to bnng it back and make 
looked up to baseball players, movie me realize how important baseball is in 
stars and Darrh Vader. Those were the my life. 
days when life was simple, when life Needingsomethingforherfirst-grad-
consisted of phonics, Red Rover and a ers for "Indians Days," l bought pencils 
Cleveland Browns 1 unch box. form y friend Kelly's class. Getting lnd i-
Times have changed, and so have the ans pencils would seem hke the small-
thmgs l enjoy. est of deals, but not to these k1ds. I re-
Forone, my heroes havechanged. Ask ceivedover 20 thank you letters, one just 
anyone who has seen my bedroom, a nd as precious as the next. What was spe-
you would thi nk ------------- cia! was what they 
that I was ~elated to I h ted ba ba" nd wrote, if you ca n 
the Mmnesota a Se II a decipher a first-
Twins center fielder grader's hand writ-
Kirby Puckett or to everything It stood for. ing; "Mi fart paf r is 
the Boston Red Sox AldrtBelle';"l wich 
Hall-of-Farner Ted Williams. thatthay will win the wrold serys"; "my 
While 1995 was supposed to be the fivrt pir is Ady Miry"; "Rand y thx you 
year not to enjoy one of m y favorite gym tmu your pencil," or my favonte: "l 
things, it became the year l fel l m love do not love the indians but i like tehm." 
Sports Editor with it again. Although it would have I guess w hat I loved the most was 
After conquering the Crusaders from Capital on Parents' Weekend 39-ii,John been great if this thing was five foot five their unconditional love for something 
Carroll University's football team hits the road once again this week as It travels to and female, I fe11 bac k in love with the they have no idea why they love. They 
New Concord, Ohio to take on Muskingum. The Muskies (6-1-1 overall and 5-H one thing that was with me all my life: were just as excited about the Indians as 
Ohio Athletic Conference) are coming back down to earth as they were beaten by Basebal l. the person who makes Jt a point of tell-
Mount Union 41~7. and their hopes of an unbeaten season were ruined . It was not supposed to be. I hated the ing you they have waited for 41 years. 
"I am sure they are lookingtoreboundfrom last week: said Coach Tony DeCarlo. owners and players for what they did; They have a genuine enthusiasm. They 
"They are going to be tough, especially on their home turf.• striking duri ng one of the most magical love Alben Belle, regard less of if he gives 
The Streaks, on the other hand, are coming off a convincing defeat of Capital, seasons eve r. l hated baseball and every- an in terview or not. They wea r an lndi-
improving their conference record to+ 1-1 and their overall record to 5-l-l. thing it stood for. Like most people, it ans cap, even though some people think 
JohnCarrollreceivedoutstandingper formancesonbothsideso£ the balL Defen- took a while for me to forgive. its politically incorrect. These kids don't 
sively, junior inside linebacker Chris Anderson led Carroll with 12 tackles and But two things cured my disdain for care. They just know that for right now, 
collected his third interception of the season to tie h im for the team lead, and the game. baseball is something good, something 
"''""''mn:rP Ed Griffith tallied a career-high tackles, four of which were solo For starters, the Cleveland Indians. that brings a\1 thesepeopletogetherand 
lilll~llf--;.~,;_ 1 ~ · !seen pi more .maJ< mom and dad so it . -
about anything. ey brought ball isinnocenttothcm. They can dream 
Caserio. Petty went on to have six catches for 102 yards. 
Going into the Muskingum game, JCU finds its offense coming together, as it 
ranks in the top three in total offense (395.3 ypg), passing offense (268.0 ypg) and 
scoringo££ense (33.1 ppg) in the OAC. 
"Muskingum'sdefense has playedextremelywell all season, and it will be inter-
esting to see how well werespond ,~saidDeCarlo. "Theyforceplentyof turnovusand 
have kept many of their opponents out of the end zone.• 
Molly Burke 
Soccer 
The senior forward went 
on to break Danielle 
Sluga's record for total 
career points. Burke 
finished her career by 
scoring the lone goal in the 
Muskingum game to lead 
the Streaks to a 1-0 vic-
tory. Burke finished her 
career with 3 I goals and 
74 career points. 
Brian Unk 
Golf 
The senior earned medal-
ist honors at The Power 
Bilt Gordin Collegiate 
Classic in Surfside Beach, 
SC, shooting a 54-hole 
total of 216. He led JCU 
to a second place finish at 
the fall's most prestigious 
collegiate golf tournament. 
He finished last year as 
third-team All-American. 
people together, people so different yet just like I did when I was a kid. They 
all in love with the same thing. Fans d ream the dreams we are living now. 
booed together when Jndians' manager Baseball is also the realization of in-
Mike Hargrove pulled his pitchers, and noce nce lost, an innocence that for one 
they stood and cheered in the 14th in- brief moment we have been able tore-
ning when Albert Belle h it his game- capture. Sometimes it'sjust a li ttle harder 
winning homerun. Cleveland saved to read and understand . 
Blttes 
-
--
-
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Why doesn't JCU 
look this nice 
every weekend? 
Wandering around campus this past week-
end, one could easily see a noticeable difference 
in the atmosphere of JCU. 
It was not just the presence of everyone's par-
entson campus for Parents Weekend, but rather 
the physical appearance of the cam pus grounds. 
From the pictures painted on the windows of 
the Atrium to the new silverware and tray hold-
ers in the dining hall, this place was done up to 
the hilt. This school, in essence, put on a grand 
show for all of our parents. 
Halloween at John Carroll 
This year, Parents Weekend did appear, by all 
means, to be a huge success. Everywhere one 
looked, family bonding appeared to be taking place. Even though Fall Break was only a week before, most students 
seemed genuinely happy to see their parents. 
Most of these students, however, were freshmen. According to the Alumni Office, over half of the people who registered 
for parents weekend were parents of freshmen. While it is understandable that parents of freshmen would be especially 
interested in their child's campus, it is unfortunate that everyone's parents do not share the same enthusiasm. True, 
many factors (such as distance, busy schedules and Fall Break havingjust happened) are involved in this, but why don't 
more upper class parents come? Even those students who are no longer freshmen can still benefit from a parental visit. 
Could the reason be that perhaps the upperclass parents have figured out thatJCU's main motivation behind Parents 
Weekend is money? 
JCU looks very fondly upon parents. But, when they do all they see is money. "Parents" translate into one thing-
"tuition." Even many older students attendingJCU who are financially independent still receive tuition bills addressed 
"To the parents of..." 
Simply put, this school caters to parents in a major way. This campus was beautiful this past weekend, all part of the big 
picture. This past weekend was a big show; for the parents to see where the money is going. It's too bad the picture was 
a little distorted. 
It's great that our parents are recognized. We appreciate the fact that our school looked good forthem this past weekend. 
But, why doesn't the school look this gO<Xi every weekend? The school fails to recognize that many students pay for, or 
at least contribute to, their tuition. The fact is that there are a large number of students who pay their own tuition. An 
even larger number of students help pay now and will continue to pay long after they graduate. 
The school shouldn't only look good for the parents. It needs to look goocL physically and therwise, for all of us- even 
the students. After all, we will be alumni someday, alumni who may be parents of JCU students ourselves. 
HITS & m is s e s 
Hit: Fr. Shea being here for Parents Weekend. m I s s: Many people walking out of Prelude to a Kiss this 
past weekend. m I s s: Everyone walking across the quad lately ... the grass has seen greener days. HIT: 
The JCU Concert Choir's first performance of the year. m I s s: All the fire drills in Murphy lately. m I s s: 
The Communications department has yet to list the fall interns instead of the summer interns. HIT: The 
new wooden silverware /tray holders in the cafeteria. m I s s: The ROTC 'Ranger" chant at 7 a.m. HIT: Only 
a month until Thanksgiving break. HIT: People are finally writing letters to the editor ... keep it up. HIT: Flu 
shots for $5 at Health Services. HIT /m I s s: Only some prices being lowered in the Inn Between. 
commentary: There's more to life than just the weekends 
People tend to drift in El'ld out of your life. It's 
nobody's fault, it just happens. Sometimes, 
though, It's hard to say good-bye. But, sometimes 
good-bye is the only alternative. 
A long time ago, a very 
close friend of mine 
disappeared. She 
changed a great deal over 
the course of our friend· 
ship. We played sports 
together, we hung out 
together, and she was 
always fun to have a beer 
and talk with. We went 
through a lot oftough 
times together. When I 
met her we were both 
frestYnen in high school. 
'---------' We went to parties, did 
some really stupid things and always laughed. 
She lit up the world for people. But, no one knew 
her, no one knew what was going on mside her 
head. You could only see what she let you see. 
You could see something in her eyes but couldn't 
quite put a finger on it. What I did see though, was 
someone losing sight of 'Wtlo she was. 
She started showing up to school in the 
momlng with bloodshot eyes and didn't quite 
seem like she was with it. It seemed like alii heard 
abOUt was hoW wasted she was last night. 
Drinking wasn't confined to social situations 
anymore, it was everything to her. If she wasn't 
drinking, she didn't care about anything. I remem-
ber one day before a game, I was sitting in her car 
with her El'ld another person aro she brought out a 
bottle of Southern Comfort aro filled her water 
bottle with it. She said it was her pre-game ritual. 
It got to the point where it was hard to be with her 
without being petrified about what was going to 
happen next. Aro, I wasn't the only one who 
noticed. Another friend and I approached her 
about her drinking and she laughed it off. I figured 
maybe If someone said something to her she 
would snap out of it; maybe it was just a phase. 
But talking to her only made her more reclusive. 
It got to the pomt where something had to be 
done. So. two of us decided that one of us would 
be the "bad friend" and one would be the good. 
The bad friend told a social worker who enrolled her 
In M. She never spoke to the bad friend again. I, on 
the other hand, was there to see her break down, hit 
rock bottom and begin to sober up. I was there for 
her to tell me that all she wanted was a drink of 
anything. 1 was there when she took that drink 
again. 1 was there when she sobered up for good. 
Then 1 became a part of her past that was too 
difficult for her to deal with. We drifted apart. 
unconsciously said our good-byes, and our lives . 
went on. But, whenever I saw her, I :would look her 1n 
the eyes and know that she was Still sober. For a 
while at least . 1 heard that later on she began 
drinking casually at parties but I don't really know 
to what extent. 
It's a sad and frightening thing to see the light 
inside someone die. It's hard to try aoo make that 
person understand what is happening to him or her. 
I wish it weren't true, but I've seen that look 1n a lot 
of people's eyes here at school. 
Life is too short to be wasted on a beer. I only 
hope that every once in a while :we ~II look in the 
mirror and make sure we are st ill alive and not juSt 
living for the weekeoo. 
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letter~ to the cdi tor 
Commentary on Million Man March disputed 
I am a senior here at john Carroll, and despite the norm 
here for seniors, I am a black man. This letter responds to 
the commentary written by Gina Girardot about the Mil-
lion Man March. History was made when black men of all 
backgrounds united to show the world that weare men not 
"criminals." What I need tomakeclearnowis thatAme,rica 
is not a "melting pot." We have diverse groups, but our 
ideology is not about diversity. Girardot was correct when 
she wrote that the problem originates in how discrepan· 
ciesaredealt with, but let's get it straight on who is "accen· 
tuating" the gaps. It's not about a better cause, it 's about a 
true cause; a true cause of teaching and enacting the truth. 
If you are going to reprimand exploiting a ·cause for 
individual gain, let's not forget why Minister Farrakhan, 
Rev. jackson and the others are speaking out. They are 
doing so because of the myth of the "melting pot." So much 
has been done in our history that contradicts the "melting 
pot" theory. Can we say that the founding of our great 
country in the writing of the Constitution is disforted 
because the men who organized their structures were avid 
racistS, (and yes. they were an ti-semitic.) 
If an article is to be written on an issue like this, home-
work should be done on what the issue and the people 
involved stand for. I am not a great 
supporter of Farrakhan or the Na· 
tion of lslam, but lam a black man. 
And, as a black man I am proud of 
the March, regardless of who orga-
nized it. Blacks don'tsitaround and 
say the House of Representatives is 
terrible. The oppressive Newt 
Gingrich isitsspeaker, therefore you 
should not knock our efforts to do 
what people have asked us to do 
repeatedly, pull ourselves up by our 
bootstraps. No one in Congress, the 
White House or Big Business is go-
ing to sponsor a march to unite the 
black community, so let Farra khan 
or anyone else who has the back-
bone or pride to do so do theirbusi · 
ness. Race relations will not im · 
.._ _ _.jM'U'reif there.isan unwillillgnesstp 
listen, but let's not put the blame on 
is? The "powers that be" will 
to racial problems as long as 
Clarence Thomas or his black con-
servative counterparts are talking, 
but not when Minister Farrakhan, 
Rev jackson. Molefi Asante, Cornel 
WestorNathanMcCalltellthetruth 
about the problem when there is 
talk of exaggeration, racism and 
black supremacy. 
"Can he expect support when 
hypocritically he is as racist as 
whites allegedly are?" I would like 
to know what this comment is all 
about. Is it insinuating that whites 
are not racist, but Farra khan is? You 
have to take responsibility for what 
you are saying, especially on a cam· 
pus such as this. This is not the 
most racially equivalent college, 
and when you insinuate that whites 
might not be racists, we have a prob-
lem, a serious problem. 
Lastly, let's not talk about seri-
ous issues and then sugar coat the 
whole idea by using phrases that 
take our mind off these issues. I 
agree that equal chances for respect 
and understanding should be our 
goal, but the things we have ad-
dressed in this letter, and much 
more, stand in our way before we 
getthere. Let'sfaceupanddeal with 
them on a realistic level and then 
maybewecan"sincerely"meanthat 
we want respect and understand· 
ing and even equality. 
FORU\t 11 
Football fan rallies behind the Browns 
Mary Previti 
Forum Writer 
It is a bitter cold Sunday morning, one of those days 
where you would giveanything to stay in bed for a few more 
minutes. But, you manage to get up and going, because 
today you are going to a Browns playoff game. For the first 
time in years, the Browns are Superbowl bound, and you 
have playoff tickets. You know you had better get a move on 
if you are going to make it to Baltimore in time for the 
kickoff. Yes. for the first time in years, the Browns, the 
Baltimore Browns, are in the playoffs. 
Does this scenario surprise you? It 's more than just a 
dream. It's a nightmare that could become a reali ty. I[ the 
city of Cleveland does not receive some of the taxpayers' 
money toward renovations of the Cleveland Municipal 
Stadium, it is very likely the Browns will look fora new city 
to call home. This would be a devastating loss to the city 
and fans of Cleveland. 
Right now, we would all agree that Cleveland is a pretty 
exciting place to be. With the opening of the Rock 'n' Roll 
Hall of Fame and the Indians in the World Series, Cleveland 
has been at the forefront of national attention. 
Unfortunately, because of the excitement surrounding 
these other events, the Browns have been pushed to the 
back of everybody's minds. The opposite of this should be 
true. Because Cleveland is in the national spotlight, we 
should be showcasing all of our assets. including the 
Browns. 
The team brings much more to the city than 16football 
games a year. It is a major source of money for Cleveland's 
economy, bringing in millions of dollars. This money 
doesn't go just to the players and the Browns' administra-
tion, but it is also spread among Cleveland restaurants and 
malls where Browns merchandise is sold. The ripple effect 
of this money reaches every corner of the Cleveland area. 
People of every race, gender and generation rally behind 
the Browns. The Cleveland Browns help cross the chasm of 
our diversified population. 
We would also be impacted by the loss ol Art Modell 
and his family. Modell has been a central figure of current 
Cleveland history, serving on many civic and humanitar-
ian organizations. Modell's efforts saved the Cleveland 
Sheraton Hotel and started the Cleveland renaissance. 
Modell was also an important influence in the construc-
tion of both jacobs Field and Gund Arena It is not right 
that now, when it is the Browns' turn to be helped out , to 
turn our backs to them. We have the right and privilege to 
vote in the upcoming election. By supporting professional 
football in the election, we have the opportunity to say 
"thanks" to the Browns for all they have done for Cleveland. 
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Why doesn'tjCU 
look this nice 
every weekend? 
Wandering around campus this past week-
end, one could easily see a noticeable difference 
in the atmosphere of JCU. 
It was not just the presence of everyone's par-
entsoncampusfor Parents Weekend, but rather 
the physical appearance of the cam pus grounds. 
From the pictures painted on the windows of 
the Atrium tothenewsilverwareand tray hold-
ers in the dining hall, this place was done up to 
the hilt. This school, in essence, put on a grand Halloween at John Carroll 
show for all of our parents. 
This year, Parents Weekend did appear, by all 
means, to be a huge success. Everywhere one 
looked, family bonding appeared to be taking place. Even though Fall Break was only a week before, most students 
seemed genuinely happy to see their parents. 
Most of these students, however, werefreshmen. According to the Alumni Office, over half of the people who registered 
for parents weekend were parents off reshmen. While it is understandable that parents off reshmen would be especially 
interested in their child's campus, it is unfortunate that everyone's parents do not share the same enthusiasm. True, 
manyfactors(suchasdistance, busyschedulesand FallBreakhavingjust happened) are involved in this, butwhydon't 
more upperdass parents come? Even those students who are no longer freshmen can still benefit from a parental visit. 
Could the reason be that perhaps the upperclass parents have figured out thatJCU's main motivation behind Parents 
Weekend is money? 
JCU looks very fondly upon parents. But, when they do all they see is money. "Parents" translate into one thing-
.. tuition." Even many older students attending] CO who are financially independent still receive tuition bills addressed 
"To the parents of..." 
Simply put, this school caters to parents in a major way. This campus was beautiful this past weekend, all part of the big 
picture. This past weekend was a big show; for the parents to see where the money is going. It's too bad the picture was 
a little distorted. 
It's great that our parents are recognized. We appreciate the fact that our school looked good for them this past weekend. 
But, why doesn't the school look this go<xi every weekend? The school fails to recognize that many students pay for, or 
at least contribute to, their tuition. The fact is that there area large number of students who pay their own tuition. An 
even larger number of students help pay now and will continue to pay long after they graduate. 
The school shouldn't only look good for the parents. It needs to look gooc:L physically and therwise, for all of us- even 
the students. After all, we will be alumni someday, alumni who may be parents of JCU students ourselves. 
HITS & m is s e s 
Hit: Fr. Shea being here for Parents Weekend. m I s s: Many people walking out of Prelude to a Kiss this 
past weekend. m I s s: Everyone walking across the quad lately ... the grass has seen greener days. HIT: 
The JCU Concert Choir's first performance of the year. m I s s: All the fire drills in Murphy lately. m I s s: 
The Communications department has yet to list the fall interns instead of the summer interns. HIT: The 
newwoodensilverware/trayholders inthecafeteria.m Is s:TheROTC "Ranger" chant at 7 a.m. HIT: Only 
a month until Thanksgiving break. HIT: People are finally writing letters to the editor ... keep it up. HIT: Flu 
shots for $5 at Health Services. HIT/mIss: Only some prices being lowered in the Inn Between. 
commentary: There's more to life than just the weekends 
People tend to drift In and out of your life. It's 
nobody's fault, It just happens. Sometimes, 
though, It's hard to say good-bye. But, sometimes 
good-bye is the only alternative. 
A long time ago, a very 
close friend of mine 
disappeared. She 
changed a great deal over 
the course of our friend· 
ship. We played sports 
together, we tu'lg out 
together, and she was 
always fun to have a beer 
and talk with. We went 
through a lot of tough 
times together. When I 
met her we were both 
frestvnen in h1gh school. 
We went to parties, did 
~~ 
.tk . ~-.. ,'.'··· - '" ..-;. .···.'' ... 
~ .. ~~' . ~::: 
Christina Hynes 
News Editor 
some really stupid things and always laughed. 
She lit up the world for people. But, no one knew 
her, no one l<new what was going on Inside her 
head. You could only see what she let you see. 
You could see something in her eyes but couldn't 
quite put a finger on it What I did see though, was 
someone losing sight of who she was. 
She started showing up to schOOl in the 
morning with bloodshot eyes and didn't quite 
seem like she was with it It seemed like alii heard 
about was how wasted she was last night. 
Drinking wasn't confined to social situations 
anymore, it was everything to her. If she wasn't 
drinking, she didn't care about anything. I remem-
ber one day before a game, I was sitting in her car 
with her and another person and she brought out a 
bottle of Southern Comfort and filled her water 
bottle with it. She said it was her pre-game ritual. 
It got to the point where it was hard to be with her 
without being petrified about what was going to 
happen next. And, I wasn't the only one who 
noticed. Another friend and I approached her 
about her drinking and she laughed it off. I figured 
maybe If someone said something to her she 
would snap out of it; maybe it was just a phase. 
But talking to her only made her more reclusive. 
It got to the point where something had to be 
done. So, two of us decided that one of us would 
be the "bad friend" and one would be the good. 
The bad friend told a social worker who enrolled her 
in AA. She never spoke to the bad friend again. I, on 
the other hand. was there to see her break down, hit 
rock bottom and begin to sober up. I was there for 
her to tell me that all she wanted was a drink of 
anything. 1 was there when she took that drink 
again. 1 was there 'htlen she sobered up for good. 
Then 1 became a part of her past that was too 
difficult for her to deal with. We drifted apart, 
unconsciously said our good-byes, and our lives . 
went on. But whenever I saw her, I would look her 1n 
the eyes and' know that she was still sober. For a 
'htlile at least. I heard that later on she began 
drinking casually at parties but I don't really know 
to what extent. 
It's a sad and frightening thing to see the light 
inside someone die. It's hard to try and make that 
person understand what is happening to him or her. 
I wish it weren't true, but I've seen that look m a lot 
of people's eyes here at school. 
Life is too short to be wasted on a beer. I only 
hope that every once in a while we all look in th~ 
mirror and make sure we are st1ll alive and not JUSt 
living for the weekend. 
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lcttrr~ to the editor 
Convnentary on Mllllon Man March disputed 
lam a senior here atjohn Carroll, and despite the norm 
here for seniors, lam a black man. This letter responds to 
the commentary written by Gina Girardot about the Mil· 
lion Man March. History was made when black men of all 
backgrounds united to show the world that weare men not 
"criminals." What I need to make clear now is that Am~ rica 
is not a "melting pot." We have diverse groups, but our 
ideology is not about diversity. Girardot was correct when 
she wrote that the problem originates in how discrepan· 
ciesaredealt with, but let 's get it straight on who is "accen-
tuating" the gaps. It's not about a better cause, it's about a 
true cause; a true cause of teaching and enacting the truth. 
If you are going to reprimand exploiting a ·cause for 
individual gain, let's not forget why Minister Farrakhan, 
Rev. jackson and the others are speaking out. They are 
doing so because of thernythof the "meltingpot." So much 
has been done in our history that contradicts the "melting 
pot" theory. Can we say that the founding of our great 
country in the writing of the Constitution is disforted 
because the men who organized their structures were avid 
racists, (and yes, they were anti-semitic.) 
If an article is to be written on an issue like this, home-
work should be done on what the issue and the people 
involved stand for. I am not a great 
supporter of Farra khan or the Na· 
tion of Islam, but I am a black man. 
And, as a black man I am proud of 
the March, regardless of who orga-
nized it. Blacksdon'tsitaround and 
say the House of Representatives is 
terrible. The oppressive Newt 
Gingrich isitsspeaker,therefore you 
should not knock our efforts to do 
what people have asked us to do 
repeatedly, pull ourselves up by our 
bootstraps. No one in Congress, the 
White House or Big Business is go-
ing to sponsor a march to unite the 
black community, so let Farrakhan 
or anyone else who has the back-
bone or pride to do so do theirbusi· 
ness. Race relations will not irn· 
-~--'~~elf there.isan unwillingnessw 
listen, but let's not put the blame on 
is? The "powers that be" 
to racial problems as long as 
Clarence Thomas or his black con-
servative counterparts are talking, 
but not when Minister Farrakhan, 
Rev. jackson, Molefi Asante, Cornel 
WestorNathanMcCalltellthetruth 
about the problem when there is 
talk of exaggeration, racism and 
black supremacy 
"Can he expect support when 
hypocritically he is as racist as 
whites allegedly are?" I would like 
to know what this comment is all 
about. Is it insinuating that whites 
are not racist, butFarrakhan is? You 
have to take responsibility for what 
you are saying, especial! yon a cam-
pus such as this. This is not the 
most racially equivalent college, 
and when you insinuate that whites 
might not be racists, we have a prob· 
!em, a serious problem. 
Lastly, let's not talk about seri-
ous issues and then sugar coat the 
whole idea by using phrases that 
take our mind off these issues. I 
agree that equal chances for respect 
and understanding should be our 
goal, but the things we have ad· 
dressed in this letter, and much 
more, stand in our way before we 
getthere. Let's face up and deal with 
them on a realistic level and then 
maybe we can "sincerely" mean that 
we want respect and understand-
ing and even equality. 
FORIIW u 
Football fan rallies behind the Browns 
Mary Prevlts 
Forum Writer 
It is a bitter cold Sunday morning, one of those days 
where you would gi.veanythingtostayin bed fora few more 
minutes. But, you manage to get up and going, because 
today you are going to a Browns playoff game. For the first 
time in years, the Browns are Superbowl bound, and you 
have playoff tickets. Youknowyou had better get a move on 
if you are going to make it to Baltimore in time for the 
kickoff. Yes, for the first time in years, the Browns, the 
Baltimore Browns, are in the playoffs. 
Does this scenario surprise you? lt's more than just a 
dream. lt's a nightmare that could become a reality. If the 
city of Cleveland does not receive some of the taxpayers' 
money toward renovations of the Cleveland Municipal 
Stadium, it is very likely the Browns will look fora new city 
to call horne. This would be a devastating loss to the city 
and fans of Cleveland. 
Right now, we would all agree that Cleveland is a pretty 
exciting place to be. With the opening of the Rock 'n' Roll 
Hall of Fame and the Indians in the World Series, Cleveland 
has been at theforefront of national attention. 
Unfortunately, because of the excitement surrounding 
these other events, the Browns have been pushed to the 
back of everybody's minds. The opposite of this should be 
true. Because Cleveland is in the national spotlight, we 
should be showcasing all of our assets, including the 
Browns. 
The team brings much more to the city than 16 football 
games a year. It is a major source of money for Cleveland's 
economy, bringing in mtllions of dollars. This money 
doesn't go just to the players and the Browns' administra· 
tion, but it isalsospread among Cleveland restaurants and 
malls where Browns merchandise is sold. The ripple effect 
of this money reaches every corner of the Cleveland area. 
People of every race, gender and generation rally behind 
the Browns. The Cleveland Browns helpcrossthechasmof 
our diversilied population. 
We would also be impacted by the loss of Art Modell 
and his family. Modell has been a central figure of current 
Cleveland history, serving on many civic and humanitar-
ian organizations. Modell's efforts saved the Cleveland 
Sheraton Hotel and started the Cleveland renaissance. 
Modell was also an important influence in the construe· 
tion of both jacobs Field and Gund Arena. ltls not right 
that now, when it is the Browns' turn to be helped out, w 
turn our backs to them. We have the right and privilege to 
vote in the upcoming election. By supporting professional 
football in the election, we have the opportunity to say 
"thanks" to the Browns for all they have done for Cleveland. 
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Babysitter needed: Tuesday 
mornings for a 2 year old 
daugter, close to campus. 
$6.00 per hour. Please leave 
message. 595-0220. 
For Rent: 1 and 2 bedroom 
apartments. Located 2 miles 
from school. Building Address 
1414 South Belvoir Blvd. In-
cludes: Appliances, Carpet, 
Garage, Air. Can be furnished 
$480- $600. 932-9215 or 
291-8458. Please leave mes-
sage. 
Non-smoking babysitter for 
21-month-old Thurs. or Fri. 
morning. Shaker. Must drive. 
References. 752-1982. 
Roomate Needed: Two bed-
room apartment spacious 
kitchen, dining, living, and sit-
ting rooms. $460/month. Lo-
cated in Little Italy on 
Mayfield. Leasors needed im-
mediately! Call Michelle or Jen 
at 421-1242 anytime 
'tMJ-ielp Wanted: Men/Women 
earn $480 weekly assembling 
circuit boards/electronic 
components at home. 
Exerience unnecessary, will! 
train. Immediate openings in 
your local area. Call 1-520-
680-464 7 ext. C. 1662 
For Sale: Zeos 60mhz 
Pentium CPU with an 18inch 
monitor. Tons of High power 
graphics programs and soft-
ware. Quad-Speed CD rom, and 
speakers. $1900 Call 397-
5424 for details. 
GIDRG 
by 
Mark 
Szorady 
OUT ON 
A LIMB 
by 
Gary 
Kopervas 
CRACKED 
Spring Break- Nassau/Para-
dise Island, Cancun and Ja-
maica from $299.00. Air, Ho-
tel, Transfers, Parties, and 
more! Organize a smalll group 
and earn a FREE trip plus 
commissions! Call 1800-
822-0321. 
Babysitters wanted: Pepper 
Pike Area, 3 small children, 
Flexible hours, Car will be re-
quired. 2 references needed. 
292-4665. 
Wanted: A Childsitter for our 
two adorable boys. Ages 2 
and 4. Top Rates! Call 691-
0341 for any information. 
$1000 AJNDRAISER: Frater-
nities, Sororities, & Student 
Organizations. You've seen 
credit card fundraisers be-
fore, but you've never seen 
the Citibank fundraiser that 
pays $5.00 per application. 
Call Donna at 1-800-932-
0528 ext. 65. Qualified call-
ers receive a FREE camera. 
Attention JCU Students! 
Are you looking for a part-
time position that works 
with your school schedule? 
MBNA Marketing Systems 
will hold an Open House on 
Saturday, September 30, 
1995 from 9:00 a.m. until 
12:00 p.m. MBNA offers 
convinient schedules, com-
petitive salaries with 
monthly incentives and per-
sonal and professional 
growth opportunities. Please 
join us for coffee and donuts 
• 
and to find out more about 
the positions available. For 
more information and direc-
tions call 595-4100.MBNA 
Marketing Systems 25900 
Science Park Dr., Beachwood, 
OH44122. 
Babysitter Wanted. S. Euclid 
Area, 4 Children. Monday thru 
Friday. 2 p.m. to 4 p.m. Salary 
Negotiable. Ask for Pam 381-
4459 
CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING: 
Earn up to $2,000+ /month 
working on Cruise Ships or 
Land-Tour companies. World 
travel (Hawaii, Mexico, the 
Caribbean, etc.). Seasonal 
and full-time employment 
available. No experience nec-
essary. For more information 
call 1-206-634-0468 ext. 
c55561 
CHEVY '88 Cavalier 4dr. Auto. 
89K miles many new parts, 
CO-sound system, will sacri-
fice at $1900.691-9515 
Houlihan's needs servers: If 
you have a strong feel for the 
basics in creating a pleasant, 
up beat dining experience, 
you belong with the 
Houlihan's. We're a leader in 
casual dining-and a fun, 
friendly place to work. Now, 
·we're looking for someone 
whose smiles and service will 
keep our customers coming 
back. Apply in person Mon. 
thru Thurs. from 2 p.m. to 4 
p.m.-24103 Chagrin Blvd. 
Beachwood, OH 44122. EOE 
CYMBALS by Michael Slayton t4AMA'S 
BOVZ 
'1t.t l...:kon my boy he,...., whip your boy anytime I" 
by 
Jerry 
Craft 
THI 
fPJ(tl 
by 
Jeff 
Pickering 
• 
Painters: Full time jobs avail- Needed: 2 Female roomates 
able for men or women who needed to share a 3 bedroom 
will paint indoors and out - house. Close to J.C.U. $325+ 
doors. Will be working for an utilities. Call Anita at 321-
East Side, quality oriented 7310 for more information. 
company. Call 371-8160 for 
any information. HI K, A and AI. Love, C. 
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